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A Theory of Linear Descent Based Upon 
Hopf Algebraic Techniques 
HARRY PRIMX ALLEN 
This paper presents a generalization of the classical Galois and purely 
inseparable esponent 1 theories of descent and is particularly well suited to 
problems otter fields of characteristic p 7 0. Our methods are entirely Hopf 
theoretic and are based on recent applications of Hopf algebra theory to field 
theory. The major new result which has been obtained by our methods is 
verification of Jacobson’s conjectured classification of forms of the generalized 
Witt algebras. 
Our generalization of the classical theory is twofold. First, WC she\+ how to 
discuss forms P, of a vector space I‘, wer an arbitrary finite extension, in 
terms of finite invariants, i.c., fixed points oc . a certain (integral Galois) Hopf 
algebra which acts semilinearly on P-;. I\‘hen the field extension is a Galois 
extension, resp. purely inseparable exponent 1 extension, the Hopf algebra 
reduces to the integral group algebra of the Galois group, rcsp. a sub Hopf 
algebra of the integral restricted universal enveloping algebra of the derivation 
algebra of the extension. Second, we show what it means for the (integral 
Galois) Hopf algebra to “respect” an algebra structure on LV and that in this 
case the fixed points are an algebra form. Our notion of “algebra structure 
on 1,“’ includes bilinear multiplications, comultiplications, or diagonalizations, 
units, counits, distinguished suhspaccs, polynomial mappings, etc. The 
“algebra structure on V” consists of a distinguished Hopf algebra operating 
on I/. and we formulate the descent theory within this context. 
We include a discussion of twisted forms within the descent theory. 
* ‘I’his author’s work was supported in part by SSF-GP-6166. 
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In the first chapter we develop much of the basic Hopf theoretical material. 
We introduce a universal Hopf algebra of a vector space H(r) as well as the 
Hopf algebra of a field S(K) and gcncralized semi-linear actions. Certain 
sub-Hopf algebras H of X(K) are called integral Galois Hopf algebras. The 
acceptable representations of H on the vector space V-which are equivalent 
to a class of Hopf algebra morphisms Erl ----f II( Y-give rise to forms of V. 
The Hopf algebra morphisms H---r H( C’) correspond to what classically has 
been called prccocycles, (Jacobson, [I]). W e also show how starting with N 
and a form of 1. v-e can recover the action of II on I’-or the associated 
prc-cocycle. Paralleling the classical theory w’c fix a pre-cocycle and are able 
to discuss I-cocycles and when 1 -cocycles are cohomologous. Finally we 
discuss twisted forms of vector spaces. 
WC begin the second chapter by defining an algebraic structure on the 
vector space I _ as a pair (1 ?, A) where *4 is a sub Hopf algebra of H(V). \Ve 
also define what a form of such an algebraic structure is. The second section 
of chapter two is purely technical and describes how to obtain new module 
actions from old. Applying section two we present many examples of how 
classical algebras give rise to algebraic structures. The last section is about 
“the descent class” which is essentially a catalogue of the forms of an 
algebraic structure. When the algebraic structure arises from a classical 
algebra, the descent class is a cataloguc of the classical algebra forms of the 
classical algebra. 11-e also discuss what are twisted forms within a descent class. 
‘i’he third chapter begins with tbr definition of a derived descent class of 
a given descent class. Essentially- a derived class is a second descent class with 
a <riven h “morphism of descent classes” from the given descent class to the 
second dcsccnt class. M:e show that b\- checkin~g the “morphism of descent 
cla~es” at the top level it is possible to know that an injectivc or bijective 
corrcspondcnce of forms is established. A main example of a derived class, 
the derivation algebra of an algebra or of an algebraic structure, is presented. 
Our theorp encompasses the classical classification of special J,ic algebras as 
n-cl1 as proves Jacobson’s conjectured classification of the Witt algebra: that 
all forms of the 1Yitt algebra (with characteristic of the ground field greater 
than 3) arise as the derivation algebra of a form of a polynomial algebra 
truncated at the pth power. In both cases the I,ie algebras arc derivation 
algebras of an algebraic structure. 
I,ct C bc a coalgebra over the field P, that is, C is a P-vector space togcthcr 
1: ith linear maps 4 : C -+ C &, C and E : C -+ P where 
(A (5 I) A = (I @A) A, (1) 
(c @I) A ~- I -- (I !<j c) A. (2) 
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For c E C we shall often write Ctc, c(i) 0 c(a) to denote d(c), Cce, c(i) @ 
c(a) @ ccs) to denote (10 d) d(c) = (d @I) d(c), etc.. 
If Y is another vector space over P and,f : C :< ... x C --•f V is an ?z-linear 
map, then f induces a linear map f’ : C ‘tip ... ~GJ~ C+ V and we let 
C(e)f(W j.*., cd denote f’C% w C? ... ~G?J cc%)). In this notation, (2) 
becomes x(e) E(Q)) qe) = & ~(i)t(c~~)) -~ c for all c E C. 
Let t : C eP C - C CAP C be defined by f(n @ h) = ZJ 0 a. C is called 
cocommutative if td = A, i.e., if C cc) qa) 63 ccl) =-= & ccl) Q qs) for all 
c E c. 
Suppose that 5% is an associative algebra over P with multiplication 
m : ‘$I @ (LL --f ‘11. Hom,(C, ‘LI) has a natural associative algebra structure 
where fVg ==mo(f&~g)oA for f,geH om,(C, ‘21). Thus (f*g)(c) =m 
&, f(cu,) g(c(,)). If ,LI has an identity, then so does Hom,(C, ‘u), viz., the 
function c -c-t E(C) 1% . This product in Hom,(C, ‘ZI) is called convolution. 
An action of C on PI is a linear mapping # : C gP (II --f YI, and as is usual, 
we will write ca, c . a or C-L a for $(c 0 a), whenever the action is under- 
stood. We say that C measures ?I to itself (action understood) if 
c * CabI = C h * ah) - b) 
(C) 
and c * lx = <(C)lqr 
for all c E C, a, b E YI. 
Example 1.1, 1. Suppose f : C + !!I is *-invertible, i.e., there is a 
g : C -+ SU with g*f = f *g = E. Define an action of C on 2I by setting 
c - a = ~.f’(cd &-cd. 
Then 
c - 1 = ~f(cc1Mw) = (f*m = 441 
and 
c - Cab) -= C.f(w) 4+xd 
(C) 
= ~.f(cld a4cd Mcd 
= g (C(l) - a)(c(,) - 6). 
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An algebra H over P (associative with identity) is called a Hopf algebra if 
it has additionally a coalgcbra structure and il, and Ed are (associative) 
algebra morphisms. 
DEFIKITION 1 .l, 2. Let H be a Hopf algebra, ?I an associative algebra 
(all over P). 9I is called an H-module algebra if it is an H-module and the 
underlying coalgebra of Z-I measures YL to ‘LL under the module action. 
I&ample 1.1, 3. The adjoint action. Suppose f : I;I ---f 21 is an algebra 
homomorphism where f has an inverse g-with respect to convolution. The 
adjoint of H on %--with respect tof-is defined by 
for all h E H, a E !I[. The previous example shows that this action is a 
measuring and a simple check shows that it equips ‘U with an H-module 
structure. Thus CLI is always an H-module algebra with respect to the adjoint 
action. 
For the remainder of this paper, P will be used to denote a fixed base field. 
Xi1 other fields will be overfields of P. 
Let V be a vector space over the field K. We consider I7 as vector space 
over P and let F denote the cofree coalgebra-over P-on End, V 
(Swecdler [3], Theorem 1.2). F is a Hopf algebra and the natural map 
in : F--f End, F is a representation of F and has the following property: if C 
is anv coalgebra over P and 3) : C -+ End, V a linear map, then there is a 
unique coalgcbra morphism c,!J* : C --z F such that 
commutative. If C is a Hopf algehra and I,!J a representation, then 4” is a 
Ilopf algebra morphism. Within F, let E denote the unique maximal, split 
cocommutative subHopf, algebra with antipode. 
=\ Hopf algebra or coalgebra is called split if it is cocommutative and all of 
the minimal nonzero subcoalgebras are one-dimensional. An antipode is a *- 
convolution-inverse to the identity map h - 11 in [Horn (the Hopf algebra, 
the Hopf algebra). A summarv of results about Hopf algebras can be found 
in (Sweedler [3], Section 0). For a more detailed exposition -including 
proofs-see (Heyneman and Sweedler [I]). Section three (Heyneman and 
Sweedler [I]) is particularly basic to the present discourse. When a result 
about IIopf algebras is used without a c~tcd reference, it probably is proved 
in (Heyneman and Sweedler [I]); and tl XY e, r most likely, in Section three. 
For esanlple, in Section three it is she\\ il that R~ of the 1°C~.ious paragraph 
is ~~11 defined. Kate that the terrnirx)log!. in (He!xeman and Sweedler [r]), 
differs somewhat from the usage here. 
\Te will al\\a)-s denote an antipode 1~~ S. (If the characteristic of P is zero, 
then E is the smash (semi-direct) product 1 ‘(Endl, I J # P(Aut, bs7j 
where the tirst factor is the universal enveloping algebra of End, I - considered 
as a I,ie algebra under [,I? and the second factor is the group algebra of Aut, I ‘. 
This follow from a theorem of Kostant and se\-era1 obser\:ations frtim the 
following example.) 
In the next example WC introduce <yl ,md I, , t\i 0 t!-pes of elements found in 
E’. Note the technique of constructing an “appropriate” coalgcbra to 
demonstrate the csistence of ill and i, 
~.wn~plr~ 1.1, 4. Let t E End, I \\:c define a P-coalgebra C with basis {II) 
where A( ~1) y i;“ly and c(-\l) 1. I,ct *!I : C-t End, 1’ he the linear 
mapping defined 1)~ $(?I) f. ‘I’he;i +I induces a unique coalgehra morphism 
5” : (” t F such that (^) is commutative. \I’c let 2, denote $‘(Js). Since Q!J* 
IS a coalgehra morphism, KC have dg, mm ,ec <s;c~c and c(,ct) :-~ !. ‘The 
uniqueness of #J, implies that sI lfi m-thus I IF is the unique s i F 
v;ith A(s) s il x, C(Y) 1 and which operates as I on I ‘. In particular, UC’ 
see that grcqi 1 1 ~~ g,-,,q, for i : :2ut, 1. and more importantly, l>! 
(Heyneman and Swecdler [I]) ve SW that y, cl 15’ if and only if t ,= Aut,I ?. 
No\\- define a P-coalgchra C’ with basis {xl , x2) where A(,~,) sI & .I, , 
d(L) .\‘I ‘\ .A:! A2 : / A1 and t(x,) S,,, &fine z,!I’ : C” --, End, I7 bj 
setting $‘(.sl) I, $‘(.v,) t. 9s in the preceding discussion, WC define 
I, EF 13~ I/ = y’i”:(.x,), il,‘” the (co) f ac t orization of I,!J’ through 57. It is clear that 
$‘“(X1) XI 1 and sinw C/J“ is a coalgt:hra morphism, bvvc xc that 
A(/,) -= i ! I, .I I, /; ) 1, G(/,) 0. By (F!e+enian anti Swcedler [I]), I, t E. 
Vsing the uniqueness of #‘-S, \ve see that I 0 implies I, ~~ 0. Thus 0 is the 
uniqw clement s t R \vlwc A(.w) I .s T ” :, c(,x) 0 and which 
operates as zero on I -. 
Sinw I!: has an antipode, it is easy to see that an); algebra morphismf of B 
into an associative algebra with identity is invertible- its inverse being f S. 
In particular, ve can consider the adjoint action of I? on End, 1,. which is 
afforded 1,~ the representation :T ! E (Esample 1 .I, 3). Specifically RX have 
e -1 t C 7i(e(,)) f-rr(S(e(,))) 
(P) 
where e E B, t E End, V. We shall always take the above E-module algebra 
structure on End, V. 
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Recall that I7 is a vector space over K3 P. When I’# {Cj, this gives rise to 
a natural embedding r : K----f End, I_ as K-scalar multiplications. Let H( I-) 
denote the unique maximal sub-Hopf algebra with antipode of B xvhere 
N( c’) - F(K) C r(K). The existence of such an H( [I’) can be seen as follows: 
let D be the sum of all subcoalgebras C C E where C- r(K) C r(R). 7 hen 
II) is the uniqlic maximal sub-Xopf algebra of E which leaves Z7(A) stable 
under the adjoint action (since the algebra generated by D is a coalgebra- 
hence a Hopf algebra ---satisfying the same conditions, it must be D). I,ct 
II(F) be the unique maximal sub-Hopf algebra with antipode in D. (End, I. 
is a Lie algebra under [,I. Let I! denote the Lie normalizer of r(K), i.e., 
{! E End, I7 [I, r(K)] C r(K)j. 2 is a Lie s&algebra of End, 1;. Let A 
denote the subgroup of Aut, 1. which normalizes r(K). If the characteristic 
of P is zero, then El(F) is naturally isomorphic to the smash product of the 
universal enveloping algebra of 
(:onsider the situation I’ 
2 with the group algebra of 6.) 
K. \Ve let .5?(K) denote the unique maximal 
sub-Hopf algebra with antipode of H(K) \j lcrc for all h F X(K), .I / K, t . 
we ha\ c 
r(ll . A) /l ~- q/i). (3) 
‘l’his is the unique maximal sub-Hopf algebra with antipode of tl(K) for 
which r : .K + End, K is a module-morphism. 
LERIAIA I. I, 5. a) K is LZ X(K)-ntodule ul&~u. 
b) &?(A-) is the unique ma.vimal cocommututize split sub- Ilopf a[<Jebrt-r witI1 
antipode of E E(K) OY li(K)for x&h 2~) holds. 
C) If f is a cocommutfrtire split Hopf a?gebvn wit/i clntipode (oz’ei. P) for w!rich 
AT is an N-module al,nebra, then there is a unique Hopf a<yebra morphism 
.f : Ii -+ X(K) suclr that h h ~- .f (h) . h .for all 11 t H, X t K. 
PYOOf. 
~-= c (h(,, - r(X))(hp,) . y) -= c (I?()) . A)@(,) . y). ( 11) (Al 
b) Ixt Ill be a cocommutativc split sub-Hopf algebra with antipode of R 
for which a) holds. For /7 E N, X, 7, t K, 
jl -- &i)(y) = 1 j’(1) . (XS(h(,)) . y) 
IiiJ 
~~~ 1 (h 4hw(3)) . 74 
(11 J 
= c (h(l) 4(4k,,) . Y) 
( tr ) 
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Thus II- f’(K) C r(Kj, which implies that I1 C N(K) and our computation 
shows also that r is an H-morphism so It C f’(K). 
c) By the universal property of B, tltcre is a unique Hopf-algebra morphism 
f : HP> I:‘ such that h I h :-= ,f(h) . A. Clearly f(11) satisfies b) so 
f(H) c .PqK). Q.E.D. 
(If the characteristic of P is zero, then X’(K) is naturally isomorphic to the 
smash product of the universal cnvclopirl g algebra of the Lie algebra of 
deriv-ations of K over P and the group algebra of automorphisms of K over P. 
In any chsractcristic, if K is separable algebraic over P (so there are no 
derivations of K over P other than zero) then A?(K) is the group algebra of 
automorphisms of K over P.) 
?Jon let I - + (0) be arbitrary. r(K) C End, C’ is an H( C’)-module under the 
adjoint action, and if we identify K with r(K), then this action equips K with 
an H( I-)-module algebra structure. By part c) of the preceding lemma, we 
have a Hopf algebra morphism (generically denoted by) 5 : H(V) ---f X(K). 
For h E H( C’), X E K, v E V, wc have 
17 . (Xv) = c (qh(,,) . A)(hp, . 2~). (4) 
(Ill 
LExrnr.4 I. 1, 6. LetH be a cocommututive split Hopf algebra with atrtipode owl 
P where both IC over P and V $= {O> over P are H-modules. Suppose further that 
h ’ (/iv) = 2 (lql, . A)(l/(2) . 7;) 
(II) 
fov all II E II, h E he, z’ E I -. Then these is a unique Hopf ulgebra morphism 
f : H pr H(V) such thut h . v j(h) . z for all h t H, v E V and the composit 
II f H( I -) 5, .Y (K) - End, K gires the ovi@nal actiota of II on K. In 
pa~firulur, k- i.v necessavi& a?1 I-l-module Qebra. 
PYOOJ Let ,f : 11-f E be the unique Hopf algebra morphism where 
f(h) . ‘i 11 . ‘i: for all h t H, v E I,-. Since I1 has an antipode, the represen- 
tation Z/J : II -it End, I’ is invertible and by virtue of Example (I .I, 3) Eve 
have the adjoint action, h - t, of 11 on End, I’. By the above, WC have 
f(h) --h f ~~ h -- 5 I for all 11 E II, i E End, I -. All of our assertions will non 
follow from the computation 
II - r(x)(v) = x I~(II(,))(XIII(Sh~%))V) 
(IL) 
= 2 V(l) . A)(h(,,Sh(,, . v) 
= (h . A)” IYe Iyh . X)0 
valid for all lz E H, h E K and v E I’. Q.E.D. 
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DEFINITION 1.1,7. A Hopf algebra H (over P) is said to act K-semilinearly 
on a K-vector space V f {0), if the hypothesis of Lemma 1. I, 6 are satisfied; 
i.e., both K (overP) and k’(overP) areEI-modules and for all h EH, X EK, ‘z; E I?, 
Observe that Lemma (1.1, 6) establishes a bijective correspondence between 
semilinear actions of H on J’ and Hopf algebra morphisms from f1 to H(J). 
DEFINITION 1. l? 8. Let k be a subfield of K (over P). H,( I/) (XI;(K)) will 
represent the unique maximal sub-Hopf algebra with antipode of I?T(V) 
(Z(K)) such that h * (hi) = X(/L . z:) for all k t FZ1(k’), X E k, z c V 
(h . (XT) - = X(/z . T) for all h E Z,(K), h E k, 7 t K). 
(If, as preceding Lemma 1 .I, 5, 2 denotes the Lie normalizer of r(K) in 
End, I’ and 8 denotes the subgroup of Autp I/ which normalizes r(K), then 
we let Ok and G1, denote 2 n End, I and (6 n End, I/’ respectively. Ok is a 
Lie subalgebra of 2 and Q, is a subgroup of 8. If the characteristic of P is 
zero, then Hk( V) is naturally isomorphic to ~~~(~!,) # P(G,). 
The Lie algebra of derivations of K over /z may be considered as a Lie 
algebra over P. The smash product of the universal enveloping algebra of this 
Lie algebra over P and the P group algebra of the group of automorphisms of 
K over k is naturally isomorphic to Yk(K) if the characteristic of P is zero. 
In any characteristic, if there are no nonzero derivations of K over k, then 
Z,(K) is naturally isomorphic to the P group algebra of the group of 
automorphisms of K over k.) 
Note that II, is the maximal sub-IIopf algebra with antipode in the 
sum of all subcoalgebras (7 C H,<(V) such that c . (AZ>) = h(c . V) for all 
c E C, h E k, ?: E V, similarly for X,(K). If Zz is a sub-Hopf algebra of I-i( J ), 
then we will let A,. denote .iI n Zrl,(T~‘). H,(V) is said to act k-linearly on T’ 
and a Hopf algebra II acting K-semilincarly on I’ is said to act /z-linearly if 
its image in E is in H,.( I’). 
PROPOSITION 1 ,I, 9. Let H be a coconmutative split Hopf algebra with 
antipode OVCT P, V a A’-semilinear II-module and f : H---f H(T;), the Hopf 
a[rebra morphism described in (1.1, 6). Then f(H) C H,:( I,-) if and only if 
kCKH:~{h~K~h~X=~(h)hfo~allh~FI~. 
Proof is left to the reader. 
1.2 INTEGRAL GALOIS HOPF ALGEBRAS AND PRECOCYCLES 
\\;e shall use the notation VJ for the subspace of all fixed points == 
{v E I’ j j . v = c(j) v, for all j E /] in a module I’, for a Hopf algebra J. 
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It is known (Sweedler [3], remark above Lemma 2.1) that if F =m K is an 
extension field of P which is an H-module algebra, then KH is a sublield of K. 
~EFINTION I .2, I. Let If be a cocommutative split Hopf algebra with 
antipode for which K is an H-module algebra and set k ~~ KH. If [K : k] ~~~ 
[ff : P] and both arc finite, then II is called a P-Galois Hopf aigebra (PGHA) 
of the cstension K over k. If P is a prime field, then II is called an integral 
Galois Hopf algebra (IGHA). 
Let f1 be a PGHA of the extension K over k and let K #,, tl-~-read: 
“K smash fl”-- denote the algebra with underlying vector space K &jjp H and 
whose bilinear multiplication is given by 
u-here h, y E K, g, h F H and h #s etc., denotes h (xlg etc. 
THEOREM I .2, 2. K # H is un associative al~ehvu OWP k, with identity 
1 # 1, and is isomorphic to End, I\‘. 
PYOO?f. The action of lz on K # 11 is the linear extension of the left action 
of k on K ami.e., h(y # /I) (Xy) # lz for X F k, y c K and h t Ii. \%‘c omit the 
simple verifications of the first two assertions. 
Let 7r1 lx: the left regular representation of K on itself i.e., by left multipli- 
cation, and z2 : If + End,, K 1)~ the reprcscntation associated with the action 
of 13 on k-. by (1. I, 9) it follows that am C End, K. One easily checks that 
T : h- # 11 ~~-b lid, h-, h # h r p,(h) n,(//) is an algebra morphism. Thus 
Im(r) is a subring of End, I\. if vvc consider K # H as a left vector space 
over K by defining X(y # h) (hy) # /I, then n is a K-linear map to End]: K 
considered as a left vector space over h7 (using zr). Since [K # If : K] ~~ 
[II : P] [K : k] co, it follows that [lm(sr) : K] a< m. Since KH k, WC 
see that i: jv.EK of .$(A) for all .f~ Im(n), h c K). Thus by the 
JacobsonHourbaki theorem (Jacobson [3] IIl, p. 22) it follows that 
lm(7) End,, h-. .\s K # I-1 and End,. K have the same left k‘-dimension, the 
fact that 7~ is surjectiv-e implies that it is an isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
I,~wa~.z 1.2, 3. Ijet 17’ he n jinite estension of k. Then there is n finite 
cstemiovr K wer K7’ where K ozler k has a PGHA. 
I’roqf, By (Swccdlcr [3], C’orollary 8) there exists a finite extension K 
ov-cr he’ which is normal modular over k, i.e., K E K,, I+,,;: K, &,( ... @I< K?,, 
where K,, over k is Galois and each K, over k (i -_. 0) is a simple purely 
inseparable extension. \Yc will take K, k(ct() (i :- 0) where n, is a root 
of the inonic irreducible k-polynomial .1-l”” ~~~ ii’, . 
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Let /I,, P(G) be the P-group algebra on G : gal(K,,/k). K0 is canonically 
an If,,-module algebra. For i 0 let II, be the P-Hopf algebra with basis 
{q”‘,..., fly--l)) lvhcre multiplication is defined by I1~“‘ll~t’ : (Wtl) I)is+i) 
ifs 1 t s-: p”’ and zero otherwise. The idcntk of Hi is 1>:‘. The co-structure 
of tf; is given by A(nl”) ..- XL,, Ul” n:,” ‘! and l (ldj”‘) =: S,,., . K, is an 
IZ,-module algebra wlwtr ~~*‘(x~‘) (I) *i-‘ if s I’ t and zero otherwise. 
One easilv sees that I<:‘< /z for i 0, I ,..., n, (Jacobson [3] III, 1’. 195). 
Let fI h,, ‘Sp HI * p ... > #P II,, and consider the tensor product action of 
N on K,, [$,,. K, fij ... 3 h K,, This is x\ell dcfincd and it is easily seen that 
it is :I measuring. 
[II : P IqH.. . P: 
k follons from (Swecdlcr [4], Ixmma 5.2) and 
1 fl[h-, : !z] :- [h- : A]. 
Ii is cocommtltative and split being the tensor product of such (Hqneman 
and S\\-eedler [I]). For i 0 II, is a connected split Hopf algebra so by 
(Heyneman and Sweedler [I]) has an antipode S, . II,, is a group algebra so 
has an antipode S, . (‘Iearly S,, 1 i ... 78 S,, is an antipode for II; imcc If is a 
P GH.4 for h-. Q.1l.D. 
DEFISITION 1.2, 4. Suppose that I. is a vector space over K and that k 
is a subfield of K. consider I‘ as a vector space over h and let I- be a 
/+subspacc. ‘There is a natural map K f~?‘lw I> + I’, h (xi 6 - A6 ~-hose image 
n-ill he denoted by Kl?. I> is called a k-form of I’ if the above map is a 
k-linear isomorphism. 
Obscrvc that P is a k-form of I’ if and only if I’ has a k-basis which is a 
K-basis for I’. If P is a k-form of I- then anv k-basis for IF is a K-basis fix LT. 
One sometimes savs that 1: C I-and K are linearlv disjoint over k to mean that 
r is a k-form of I’. 
Puwf. \\‘e equip I r over ir: with a K #P H-module structure b!. setting 
,\ #I) o :- h(hz) (K #P II as algebra o\-er k). By Theorem 1.2, 2 and 
(Jacobson 121) it suffices to show that IyH {v E I’ ! .‘i‘ . (A-,*) = 7r(x)(,i) 53, 
for all .Y E K #P rJ X t K: u here pi : K #,, H --, End,. K is the representation 
introduced in the proof of Theorem 1.2, 2. If z’ E ITHH, IC’ ~~. 6 # /I F K XP I/ 
and X c I;-, then 
(S # h)(k) -:= 1 S(h(,, h)(h(,, w) 
<iI) 
= c S(h(,, h) E(/7& 
(h' 
= 77(X)(X)Y. 
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Conversely if z’ lies in the indicated set, then 1 # //(I . r) h(1) z c(Cf) Y, 
so 2’ E I.-H. 0.E.D. 
FL-e note that if H is not a P(;HA but merely- that KH --.- k, then it does not 
necessarily follow that VH is a k-form of I - as is seen in the follo!ving example. 
Emmrzple 1.2, 6. Let P be the prime field of characteristic 2, K P(A) 
the quotient field of the polynomial ring P[S] -arid let k Ii”. ‘Then 
K k(S) where X # k, X2 E k. X(K) is the restricted universal enveloping 
algebra 2I of the restricted Lie algebra of derivations of K; (although for this 
example u-e only need the fact that K is a II-module algchra.) I,et fl bc the 
Hopf subalgebra generated bp the derivation I1 : A.’ t K, .\- , <I-. Then 1-I 
is an IGHA for K over k. Take I- = K #p .3 (A) as left wctor space’ owr K. 
The injection, S(K) --f K #,, 3 (K), // -~ + I # / I, composed n ith the left 
regular action of K #p .8(K) on itself, giws I. a K-semilinear X(K)-module 
structure. By Theorem 1.2, 5 1 x is a k-form of I -_ (~‘lcarly .Y # /) F I -If. 
Ho\\ever S # L) $ VptK’ for if I: : I? + he is the deril-ation induzctl b\ 
s - 1, then E . (X# II) (i # I:‘)(.\ $ 0) I # I) -Y# ED -:‘I 6 
since { 1, S) are linearly independent. 
Let r- be a rector space over K. and 1r.t H be a PGHA for h- owr k. 
DEFISITION 1.2, 7. A Hopf algebra morphism (T : If + iI(! ~) \~;here 
Ii A H( I-) i X’(K) is the given action of Non K, is called a prrcocycle of II 
with wlues in H(V), or simply a precocwle. 
‘rHEOKE\I 1.2, 8. There is a bijective corresprmdetm hetzc;een the set of all 
k-form of F and precocycles of H with Tlalues in H( C.). If CJ : II + H( I-) is a 
precocycle the corresponding k-form is i VO(HJ = (v t I _ j u(h) . 7‘ E(h) 2’ fiw 
all h E H]. 
Proof. Let r be a k-form of 1.. 1. e K (S I,, r becomes a K-semi-linear 
H-module if we define h . (A (3 6) = (h . A) ir / F. and this clearly gives rise 
to a precocycle O( 8) : H---f H(V). 
The proof of Theorem 1.2, 5 shows that if u is a precocycle, then P -m [,ru(H) 
is a k-form of L’. The reader can easily check that c ---f l’“(Hl and I’ + C$ 8) 
are inverse correspondences. QED. 
LEMMA 1.2, 9. Suppose that I1 is u finite dimensional cocomnmtati~e Hopf 
algebra (over P) and that the field K is an H-module algebra. Let k denote the 
subjield KH. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
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1) [K:k] = [H:P], 
7) hT is a normal estemion of k, (not necessarily a normal sepavable 
extension). 
3) if p is an automovphism qf h- ocer k then there is g E H where 
A(g) ~~ g @; g, f(g) = 1 ~izfl Sy . X ~ p(X) for all h E K. 
Y’hetz H is a PGHX j& A- over k; i.e., H is split and has an antipode. 
Proof. 1,ct / k ‘;‘,,, H have the natural Hopf algebra structure over k. 
(J is the scalar extension of II from P to ii.) K is a J-module algebra over k 
where / (2 k K - K, (LY ,j h) 12, h -+ n(h . A) for 01 E h, h E 19, h E K. By 
(Sweedler [4], C‘orollary 9.3) / is split and the one dimensional subcoalgebras 
of 1 are of the form kg, \vhere g t GJ =- (g E J A(g) g c&g, E(g) m= I>. 
-1s K #p H --•f End,. K is an isomorphism in the proof of Theorem 1.2, 2, 
so K #k J “+ End,; K is an isomorphism and the representation of J on K 
is faithful. It is easy to set that the elements of GI act as automorphisms of 
K owr k. Thus by the fidelity of the representation 7~ and condition 3) we have 
that GJ C H. Thus H is split. By condition 3) n(G/) is the group of automor- 
phisms of K over k. Since 7~ is faithful Gj is a group and by (Heyneman and 
S\veedler [I]) it follrms that H has an antipode. Q.E.D. 
1.3 COHOXIOLOGY 
Throughout this section let I- bc a fixed vector space over K, H a PGHA 
for K over k and 01 : H - H( I-) a fixed precocycle. 
\Ve have the adjoint action of H on H( L’) afforded by the algebra morphism 
a : H-t H(V) i.e., h -g := &,, a(hc,,) ga(S’h(,,) for all h E H, g c H(V) 
(c.f. Example 1 .I, 3). This action satisfies 
Ll(h - d = 1 (h -> g(o) 3 (k,, - g(z)) 
(h).(Y) 
since 
= c VW - g(l)) 6% (fw - g(z)) 
(h).(a) 
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by cocommutativit)-. Thus II ---~’ (C’) .. lb a subcoalgebra if C is a subcoalgebra. 
If 11 F N, ,y t HK( CJ, h t h-, und 2’ E i -, then 
(12 - g)(h) = c .*(h(1)) g*(Sh(,,)(Ar~) 
(I,) 
This gives 
-= h(h --A ,g)c. 
bI:Ih.ITION 1.3, 2. A coalgebra morphism (r : H -+ FI,( I -) which satisfies 
ah) = I(U) &7l))(g(2, -j n(h)) f or all ,r, h E H is called a I -cocylc of II 
(with values in HK( V)). 
THEOREM 1.3, 3. Thehere is a bijectirle correspondence between .9”(H, lfK( I-)) 
--the set of all I -cocycler of H with values in ffK( I/-) ---and the set of ail k-forms 
of I ., If CT : H - H,(V) is (I 1 -coqde, then the corresponding k-form is 
{v E I. SD(~) . v == a(h) . z’ for all h E HJ. The p wcocycle correspon&y fo 
fitis fwn is 0% : /I + Zf( V). 
PIVI$ Suppose that /3 : 1-I -+ H( I-) is ;I precocycle. ‘Ikn P”aS is a 
coalgebra morphism from N to H( 1.). For /I t EI, h t K and z1 t I7 IVC‘ have 
(/3*&‘)(h) ’ (AZ!) mu 1 /3(h(,,) .Y(S(~~,,))(AT) 
( Ii ) 
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Thus p*oiS : H + HK( I’). Another computation shows that 
(P*mgh) = c (P*c4( ‘L?d SC?) - (P*4@)) 
(8) 
so that /3*cS is a I-cocycle. 
Conversely, if CJ is a 1-cocycle of H with values in HK( I’), then it is easily 
checked that CT*DI is a precocycle. The correspondences ,/3 --, ,B*cYS =m: o and 
CJ --, 0*o1 are inverses to each other and set up a bijection between the set of 
all precocycles of H in H(V) and the set of all 1 -cocycles of H with values 
in H&V). If we combine this with Theorem 1.2, 8, we obtain our first 
conclusion. The second is derived from the following computation: 
Let g E C(H) HK( I’)), then 
v E Vu*%(H) -* (a*&!)(h) v = c(h)v for all h E H 
c> C a(&,) ~(h(a)) v = E(~)u for all h E H 
(11) 
-3 c Wkl)) 4w 4w v = 2 Sa(ho)) ~(i/(s))~ for all h E H 
(hl (h) 
0 a(h) v = So(h) v for all IL E H Q.E.D. 
Let G = GH,(V) denote the grouplike elements in HK( V) i.e., 
k E HK(V I 4g) = g Og, 4d = 11. Th’ is is a multiplicative subgroup and 
g-i = Sg. Thus the elements of G act as linear automorphisms of V. 
DEFINITION 1.3,4. 7, o E P(H, HK( V)) are called cohomologous if there 
is a t E GHK( I’) such that 
for all h E H. In this case we write 7 A O. 
Note that the relationship described in the above definition is an equivalence 
relation. We easily see that T k 7 for all 7. Also if 7 A CT, as above, then 
t-b(h) = c u(h(l))(h(2) - t--l) 
(1~) 
and 
- 4 = 1 4h)(k*) - ~-w(3) - 4 
(k) 
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so that being cohomologous is symmetric. Finally if p A 7, X+ here the relation 
is obtained by s E GH,( C), then a similar computation shows that 
p(h) =: xcu (fsa(h~r))(lz(a) -- (is))‘) so p 2 CT and being cohomologous is 
transitive. We shall sometimes write T N 0 with the grouplike element 
suppressed. 
PROPOSITION 1.3, 5. Let T, SE Xl(fl, H,(I;-)), let Fl and 6’2 be the 
corrrspondkg h-forms of 1‘. which they determine and let t E GH,(V). Then 
u k T if alzd only if t . PI C r, and Fl -+ l’i z , d ---f t . 6 is an isomovphism All 
linear isomovphisms PI --+ l-72 occur as isomovphisms of the precedirlg type. 
Proof. suppose u(12) == I(,,) tT(h(I))(h(2) --A t-l) for t E GIIK( C.) and all 
h E H. If zl E VI then 
So(h)@ . E) =: 1 S(t~(h(~))(h(,,) - t-l)) . (t . z) 
(11) 
= 1 ‘S(h(,, 2 f-1) S(7(hc,,)) TV ’ . (t . 7Y) 
(h 1 
= a(h)(t * z). 
Theorem 1.3 ,3 shows that t . u E P, . Thus t . rr C FZ and by symmetry, 
t-1 . (Q c I;; . Thus t 1 PI is an isomorphism of I’; onto p,‘., .
Conversely let t be a &linear isomorphism between PI and e2 , and let T be 
the linear extension of t to a K-linear automorphism of T/(-KpI = KVJ. 
Observe that by the universal properties of H( V)-see t ---, g, in (1.1,4)-we 
have a natural injection of J m= P(Aut,V) (the P-group algebra of Aut,V) in 
H(V), which we take as an identification. Let /3 and y be the precocycles 
associated with PI andpZ respectively. 
The morphisms h ---f Tfi(h) T-r and h - y(h) of H to H(V) define the same 
action of H on V (viz. the h-linear extension of c(h) on P.J. By the uniqueness 
property of H(V) we see that 
#z) = Tj3(h) T-l for all h E H. (*I 
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Thus 
= c rh,) 4Sb> (h) 
= c V(h) T-14Sfw) 
(h) 
QED. 
COROLLARY 1.3, 6. With the above notation, if ,8 and y are the precocycles 
corresponding to 7 and cs respectively, then r(h) = T-lP(h) T. 
COROLLARY 1.3, 7. If u E .P(H, Hz(V)), then there is a 7’ E GH,( V) with 
417) = T(h - T-l) fog all h E H. 
Proof. Define c E .P(H, H,(Y)) by Iz --) c(h) . 1 E H,(V) and let 
o E Zl(H, HK( V)) be arbitrary. Then the forms corresponding to E and o are 
vector spaces of the same dimension over k-hence isomorphic. By the 
proposition, there is a T E GH,(V) with o(h) == &J I” e(h(l))(h(z) 2 T-l) = 
T(h - 7’~~) for all h E H. QED. 
Corollary I .3, 7 of course has the usual interpretation: the first cohomology 
set of H in H,(V), denoted Z1(H, HK(LT)), is the set of cohomology classes 
in F(H, H,(V)). Th e a b ove corollary states that %r(Ii, H&1’)) =-: {I}. 
1.4 LIFT, EXTENSION AND RESTRICTION. TWISTED FORMS 
Let P be a vector space over k, K an extension of k and set V = K @,( 8. 
We introduce two natural Hopf algebra morphisms 
L : Hk( a) + HK( V) (lift) 
E : X&C) -+ H,(V) (extension) 
and a functor H(V) -+ H(p) (restriction). V is an H,(P)-module where we 
set h * (A @ v) = X @ (h . v). Th e action is K-linear so the induced Hopf 
morphism L : Hk( a) -+ H(V) has image in HK( V). Similarly define an action 
of 2,(K) on V by setting h e (A 0 zl) = (h . A) @ V. This action is K-semi- 
linear, k-linear, and induces the morphism E. 
Within H( I ‘), let R(F) :m Ii denote the unique maximal split sub-Hopf 
algebra with antipode where R . 17 C r’-. If A fr k, Y F R and 0 r;;/ 2’ c7 8, then 
(1’ -1 h) . v =- 1 (r(,)Asr(2)) v 
Lt.1 
This shows that I -A k C k, so K --’ R C k. ‘l’hus li acts k-semilinearly on f 
and this gives rise to a Hopf algebra morphism R -* H(b’). We denote the 
range of this morphism by H( I.) ~ p. If .q is a sub-Hopf algebra of fl(lJ 
then A / p xvi11 denote the image of A-l n R in H(r). Finally we shall write 
h j c’- for the image of Jl E R in F{(a) and R,(v) for R(r) n HK(V). 
a) I, : HP-( 8) -4 HK( L’) is injective 
b) E : ?,,(A) - + H,( I/) is injectiw 
CT) R,(b) -> ZI,,.( c) is an isomorpkism with inverse 1,. 
Proof, b) Using Lemma 1. I, 6 and the uniqueness property- of q”(K) WC 
see that the composit r%;,(K) -% II,( II) -2, Zk(K) is the identity map. 
c) The uniqueness property of HK( I;) h s ows that RK( a)--+H,( p)&HK( If.) 
is the identity map since the composit induces the given action of RK( I?) on I’. 
It is clear from the definitions ofL and R,( I:), thatL(H,( r)) C R,( 8) and that 
I&( 8) -+ HK( 1;) --f H,(V) 1 P is tl le identit!,. This also establishes part a). 
QED. 
E : .;u,( K) ---F H,( L-) C H( I/ ) ’ in d uces an adjoint action of.&(K) on II( km). 
As in I,emma 1.3, 1 one can verify that II,( I?) is a submodule. 
LEMM.I i.4, 2. If iZC.#,(K) sutisji~s KH ii (e.g. Ii (I PGHA fw 
K GVEY Jz), then RK( 8) = L(H,.( F)) ‘. tJ ZJ ze urlique maximal sub- Uopf a[yebra z&h 
antipode in HK( 17)E@“. 
Proof. If g E H,(F) and h t H, then 
JL -x L(x) =:-- 1 E(h(,,)L( g) B(Sh~,,) 
(1,) 
c (Jw I3 I)(1 (& <?)(~JJ(,, @; 1) 
111 1 
= 4fz) L( fi) 
as operators on IF. ‘Thus R,(a) C HK( I,‘)“‘“‘. 
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Let s t NK( I,JEcH). 11-e claim that 3 . P C V. Als it is clear that P -= ITEcH) 
(since KH = iz) it suffices to show that .I’ . ii E l~‘E(H’. Thus for fi E F, h t II 
nc have 
Then RK(r) is the unique maximal sub-Hopf algebra with antipode in 
13K( rl)E(X) by definition of R( 8). Q.E.D. 
For the remainder of this section assume that His a PGHA for K over k and 
that p is a fired k-form of IT. Then the precocycle determined by the k-form 
P of ZF is just B 1 H (extension with respect to -8) and the adjoint action of II 
on II( I,) is the restriction of the adjoint action of .5$(K) to il. 
P~o~osrT~os 1.4, 3. Let 4 : H - EI,( L-)H C Z-r,( I.). Then the following nrr 
equiuulen t : 
a) u is a I-cocycle 
Proof. a) z- b) a I-cocycle is always a coalgebra morphism. For g, h tl H, 
(Im(a) C HK(VJx), so 0 is multiplicative. Since (T is a coalgebra morphism, 
c(I) is grouplike and So(l) =:- a(l))‘. Since o(l) z o(l)’ we see that a(l) = 1. 
b) ti- c). Since o is a Hopf algebra morphism cr(ll) is a sub-Hopf algebra 
\vith antipode (Heyneman and Sweedler [I]) of HK(I*)H, and by 
Lemma (1.4, 2) a(H) C L(I-I,.( 8)). By Proposition 1.4, 1 o I, 8~ 6 for a 
unique Hopf algebra morphism 0 : II --t ir,( I”). 
c) ;‘- a). If o = I, 3 a then o is a coalgebra morphism and the calculation 
at (“) shows that (T is a I-cocycle. QED. 
DEFINITIOK 1.4, 4. If a : Ii --, Ii,,( f-‘) is a Hopf algebra morphism, then 
the k-form of I7 corresponding to the 1 -cocvcle L :z 6 is called a K-twisted 
form of I-, or simply, a A-twist of I’. 
Such a form is given explicitly as foilo\\s: let K :>J,, p have the IZ-mod& 
structure detcrmincd 1~~ 
Then the tuistcd form of I- corresponding to 6 is (K :s,~ r)“. The twisted 
form of F arising from 0 is sometimes referred to as the &twist of 8. 
This process of twisting, especially- when I” carries additional structure, has 
been used by several authors (in the case u-here R over k is Galois) to obtain 
new types of objects. We shall list some examples in (2.4, 1 1) to illustrate these 
results. 
2 
2. I. ALGEBRAIC STRLTTURE, I:ORMS 
The problem of classifying forms of an algebraic system is best viewed in 
terms of the morphisms which prescr\e the system. The present section is 
devoted to the development of a general descent theory (over fields) which 
has broad applications. The primitive notion which we shall deal with is that 
of an algebraic structure, which we now define. 
DEFINITION 2.1, 1. A K-algebraic structure, 1 (I ‘, .-f) is a pair 
consisting of a vector space I- (over K) together with a sub-Hopf algebra 
(with antipode) A, of H(I’). If d (I -. A) and Y./- =~ (IT, 6) are algebraic 
structures over tY and k (CK) respectively, then Y/” is called a k-form of-k- if 
(i) r is a k-form of V 
(ii) A,/ PCA,. 
(iii) L(Ak) C AK’ 
(iv) E(&( K)) C A 
Here, if ( I -, A) is a K-algebraic structure and k is a subfield of K, then recall 
that A, denotes the k-linear piece of A, i.e., ,,1 n H,(V). Observe also that 
the extension in (iv) is with respect to Pas k-form of I’, and that I, 1 AT induces 
an isomorphism between a, and A,-. 
PROPOSITIOX 2.1, 2. If (V, &) is a K-algebraic structure and (P, ,&) is 
a k-form of ( I ‘, A,), for each cy in some index set A, then (v, n,&) is a k-form of 
(VT %A,). 
Proojl L\‘e omit this straight forward verification. 
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2.2. WHERE THE ACTIOK IS 
Throughout this chapter WC shall need techniques for obtaining new 
module actions from old. For convenience we lump them all together in one 
section. Ke shall often speak of K-semilinear H-modules, (Definition 1.1, 7.) 
In the course of any proposition, corollary or definition, all K-semilinear 
H-modules present are intended to bc with respect to one fixed H-module 
algebra structure on I<. 
PROPOSITION 2.2, 1. Let N und .V he vector spaces over k-, and H u splif 
coconmutative EIopf algebra over P. If 21 and N are IC-semilinear H-modules 
(dejinition (I. 1, 7) then 
12 . (23 ,x3, PU) -= 1 (h(,) . v) 13 (h,,) * w) 
ill) 
j-or h E II, 7: E 112 and u! E ;\’ is well defined and equips M OK S zcith a K-semi- 
linear H-module structure. 
Proof. Let v $J 20 E 111 ‘zK Xi. Then fuslo : (hl , h,) - (h, . 72) (3 (12, * zu), 
from N :=: II to M GKN is clearly biadditive and P-balanced, and hence 
induces an additive morphism jC9,r : W ~55~ H -* ,V <3K ;V. Xotc that f,;oU; 
is additive in u and w. 
Pulling back along A we obtain an additive map, H - II ap H - ,\I ~9~ IV. 
Denote the image of h E H under this correspondence by !z * (z :a w). Then 
h . (v 0 w) ~ 2%) (h * V) ~3 (hc,, . w). For fixed h E II, the preceeding 
remarks show that (v, w) + lz . (v @ w) is additive in ZI and w. 
For fixed h E Ii, v E *II and w E i\: wc have the P-linear mapping 
h, ‘4 h, g’ h, - (hr . A) @ (/z2 . z) ,$] (Jr, * w) of ap3 H into K ‘,sp AZ ap A’. 
\Ve also have the obvious map K BP 111 ;gp _V into ild OK :Y. Let f(h, z!, w) 
be the composite map from i$Jp3 II to 111 >zjK N. 
C’omputing the image of (A @I) Al7 under t(h, V, W) we obtain: 
= c (h,,, . (Xv)) y (h(,, . 70) = 17 - (ha @w) 
(h) 
Since(A@I)Ah =(I@)A)AhandH’ IS cocommutative we also obtain: 
c h, . Wb, . 4 0 V7w . ZL’) 
(71) 
= C (k,, . v> 0 V7(,, . h)(hw . w) 
(h) 
= c VW . v) (3 (h(,) . h)(h(,, . w) 
(h) 
= 2 (h(,, . v) (3 hczj . (Au) : h . (v @ hw). 
(h) 
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Thus h . (AZ) ‘.jj W) /L . (C (A) hw) and (~1, zc) - /I . (z !ii 20) is biadditivc 
and balanced and hence induces an additii-e endomorphism ZJ ~YCC zc l 
h . (V @J zc) of M @K N. One can easily check that this action equips M ($K ‘2: 
(over P) with an H-module structure. ‘1’0 see that it is actuallv K-semilinear 
observe that 
h (hv :“I z(‘) _ c (h(l) . (AZ!)) c&, (h(,) WC) 
(A j
:= ,t(h, es, w)((d (gj I) Ah) 
= ((A, 71, w)((Z g A) Oh) 
~~ 1 (h(,) . A)@(,) . (ZJ @j ZL’)) QED. 
(11  
PROPOSITION 2.2, 2. Let M be a K-semilinear H-module over K and L the 
tensor algebra on M. Then there is a unique A’-semilinear H-module algebra 
structure on 2 which extends the given action of H on M C “i. 
Proof. Z ~- -g @ (gy ’ M) where 1 E K L @KOM is the identity of Z 
and multiplication is defined by (r., C: .‘. ‘$ Z$,) @ (WI @ ‘.. (3 ZD,,,) 
VI @ . . . ‘“j wj,I and the requirement of bilinearity. 
If A- : z S;EZ, X<E (I,~’ M and II E II, set iz . S 1 h . S, , lvhere 
h . Si is the action of N on ~@\l‘;~~ AZ described by (the extension of) 
Proposition 2.2, I for i >,- 0 and let T,, K have the given H-module algebra 
structure. It is immediate that this definition equips 1 with a K-semilinear 
H-module structure. 
sox+lI~ S is a measuring. Since our action obviously is an extension of the 
given action of II on M, which gcncrates I this last computation shows the 
cstension of the action is unique. QED. 
COROI.IAKY 2.2., 3. Let tl, Mand X be as in the statement of thepropositiorl. 
Then there is a unique A’-semilinear H-module algebra structure on G(M), the 
symmetric a[Febra over M, which extends the given action of H on 111 C G(M). 
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Protof. G(M) = X/3, 5 the ideal gencratcd by 
.UL^={v:~~zu-w~)v’v,ZCE~1zCZ). 
It is enough to show that 3 is stable under the action of H on Z which we 
have just described. Since this action is a measuring it suffices to show that .,Y 
is stable. This follows from 
It . (v c&l w - w @ v) = 2 (h(,) . v) @ (h(,) . zu) ~ 1 (h(,) . zc) :5, (h(2) . p.) 
(h) (II) 
= C (‘w . v) (3 (kc,, . w) - c (h(,, . w) :g (hcl, . v) 
(11) (11) 
= ;, ((h(I) . v) @ (h(,) . ZC) - (h(,) . zu) 6,; (h(1) . v)) 
which obviously is in 3”. The second part of the middle equation follows from 
cocommutativity. QED. 
DEFINITION 2.2,4. If M and X are vector spaces over the infinite field K, 
then a polynomial mapping from M to ;V is an element of S(&P) OK .:V ~ 
‘JJ(M, N), G(M*) denoting the symmetric algebra over the dual space AII* 
of M [c.f. Chevally [I]). 
* Recall that if zlr ,..., U: EM* are linearlv independent in :I{*, then 
(v:,..., z$> C G(AZ*) is an algebraically independent set. Since AZ* gcncrates 
G(M*), if B is a basis for 1VZ*, then G(JI*) mav be identified with the 
K-algebra of polynomials in 957. If p = C p,(cf) @ ri, E ‘$?(ilZ, ;V) and Y t 111, 
then p(n) == C P~(T-~~(zI)) , 
PROPOSITIOS 2.2, 5. Let IIT be a vector space over K (infinite) and II a 
cocommutative split Hopf algebra with antipode over P. If M is a Ii-semilinear 
H-module, then there is a unique “contragredient” K-semi&ear H-module 
structure on Al*( =Hom,(M, K)) given by 
(*) :h . zu*, v: = 2 h(,) . zc*, S(h(,,) . v 
(ill 
for h E H, w” E M* and v E M. The action irlduced on 111’ by consider&r 
MC 111”” and usin<? the above process to get an H-module structure on AZ**, 
is just the original H-module structure. 
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Thus e + I.(,,) 1/(r) . \z?, S(/q,,) . ‘z‘i is a linear functional on 1%’ which WIG 
denote by /I . zc*. One easily checks that this gives .\I” an II-module structure 
satisfying (‘). 
AlSO 
h . (h*), v,, 1 h(1) . kc”, S(l7,,,jv, 
(Ii 1 
-- 1 (h(l) * h)(h,,, . zc’, q/7,,,) . v;,) 
(ii) 
which slro\\s that this action is K-semilinear. 
The last assertion follows from the computation: 
/I . v, zu*,, = c /7fl) . ,v, S(i7(,,) * ,zc* I 
(I<) 
L & h(l) . (S(h(,,) . zu*, ,V(h,:,,) . v>) 
-- w*, 11 7: - / (since .Y = IH) 
PHOPOSITIOZ: 2.2, 6. Let M and X he vector spaces over K and K-semilinear 
H-modules, H a split cocommutatize Hopf algebra with antipode (over P). The?1 
thwe is a K-semi&near II-module structure on $(M, IV) which leaves 
Hom,“(_ll, :V) C ‘I;(M, :V)stable. (H orn$‘(;Z, A’), the subspace qfHom,(M, IV) 
of all tmmfortnations of jinite rank). This action, restricted lo Hom,“(M, A’) :m 
&I* 12~ .V is ,yiven by 
(h . p)(v) = c h(l) * (PGV~,,,) * v)) 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2, 5 we have a K-semilinear H-module structure 
on :lI” and by (‘orollarv 2.2, 2 this extends to a K-semilinear action on 
G(M”). Using Proposition 2.2, 1 wc obtain a K-semilinear I-I-module 
structure on ‘$(A$, S) = G(M*) f@jlc N. 
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Q.E.D. 
Let K be a field extension of k, ;I[ and X vector spaces over K and A?, iv 
k-forms of M and N respectively. It is well known that v(A?, m) is naturally 
isomorphic to a /z-vector space form of $B(;%Z, X). Under this identification 
we have 
(I p’:j)(pG) = cqf(21) 
for 01, /3 E K, linear homogeneous .i E ‘$(:ti, :V) and 6 E A?. Both TIT and N 
are K-semilinear ,%$(K) modules with respect to I? : .FJc(K) + EI,(JI) and 
E : ,Z”~(K)- I-r,(N) (extension with respect to A? and n’ rcspcctively). 
By 2.2, 6 !@(A& N) becomes an .#,(A)-module. 
PROPOSITION 2.2, 7. (a) $3(-g, LT) C YjJ(df, IV)~~‘~) (using aboze nrtion) 
(b) the action of .;/(;;(K) ox v(M, A:) is the same as that obtained by 
considering ‘$I%(,@, m) as a k-form qf ‘Q(M, .‘L’) and using E : .Fk(k’) + 
H,(‘$(M, AT)) to induce the action. 
(c) If H C .rX,(K) where I\” := k, then ?jJ(M, h’)H = ‘$(A?, 1%‘). 
(d) If H C Yk(K) is u PGHA and H + H(M), H + H(N) are the 
precocycles corresponding to the k-forms iI? and m respectively, then the induced 
action of H on ‘v(M, X)-as per 2.2, 6Ggives rise to a precocycle 
N-t H($(M, IV)) which corresponds to !$l(l@, !v) as a k-form of ~(A3, IV). 
Proof. (a) If 27” E A?* C G(M*), u” E A? and h E 3”(K), then 
(h . Z*)(a) = c h(,, . <E*, S(~Z(~)) . 5) 
(iI) 
-~= (c(h)&*)(E). 
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ir (i\f j c (k,) 4(~7(,, . f ) 
iI< 1
which prows (h). 
(c) Let (fix) hc a basis for v(:l?, L1T). ‘l’hen S mmmm x ,\,F1 E ‘q(M, N) is in 
v(/l/, N)” if and only if A, E KH ~ k, for each 0~. 
(d) This follow from (c). 
2.3. EXAMPLES OF ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURliS 
E.wrr/~k 2.3, 1. By (2.2, 2) there is a natural H( I/J-module structure on 1, 
the tensor algebra over 1’. B!- (2.2, 6) there is a natural H( V)-module structure 
on q(X, 2). Let x E $JcX, 2) and let -1 be the unique maximal sub-Hopf 
algebra v,ith antipode of F1( I -) satisfying 17 . N ~~ c(/T) x for all h E A. Then 
(I -, .4) is an algebraic structure. 
Rsa717ple 2.3, 2. If A1 is a vector space homomorphic image of 
7 _ = 2(1J, ,‘;; a subspacc of Z and .\: t ‘j3(Al, a), then the composite 
,y : 2 --+ Jf -J+ jiT l 2 is iI ‘1;(T -, 1) and we can form the Hopf algebra A as 
in Example 2.3, I. In particular, each of 144 and M may bc taken as a sum of 
(graded) components of? 1,: :j3 I,, , 2,, ‘j‘lK1l 17. 
I:‘.wn/pk 2.3, 3. Suppow ttrat Iv is finite dimensional and is equipped 
ti-ith a bilinear multiplication 7% : CT ‘:> :K IF + 1.. u :/ z’ + ZIU (note that 
c7t’$yl- f:x I-) I,-)). IYe define .1 as the maximal sub-Hopf algebra with 
antipode of FI( 1.) where 
(Observe that this is one of our conditions of measuring if Ey is an associative 
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algebra.) If h E A C H(V), then using the natural action of H(V) on 
‘$( I/ (52~~ V, V) we have 
(h - Mu 0 w) = c h(l) - fii(V,,,)(u 0 n)) 
(lb) 
= ; ho, . fi((Wd . 4 0 (We,) * 4) 
= C 41) * (CWd . +Wd . ~1) 
(h) 
Thus A is contained in the sub-Hopf algebra of H(V) determined by 
m E ‘@(2,2) as in (2.3, 2). A similar calculation shows that the Hopf algebra 
determined by m as in (2.3, 2) is contained in A. Thus they are the same. 
&ample 2.3, 4. Let ( 17, A,), 01 E fl, be K-algebraic structures on V. Then 
(I’, fi A,) is a K-algebraic structure on I/. In particular, if each A, is deter- 
mined by a polynomial mapping x, E ‘$(2, 2) as in (2.3, I), then n A, is the 
maximal sub-Hopf algebra B of H( I’) with antipode where h . X, -= c(h) x, 
for all h E B , a: E Yl. 
Example 2.3, 5. As noted earlier, K is the zeroth graded component of Z 
and the action of H(V) on K is that induced by semilinearity. Let W be a 
subspace of V and for each w E W let 1, be the linear map K -+ W, h --f Xw. 
By (2.3, 2) 1 w defines a K-algebraic structure (I’, A,). One easily checks- 
using the fact that h . 1 = c(h) * 1 for all h t H( I’), 1 E K-that A, is the 
maximal sub-Hopf algebra of H(V) with antipode satisfying h . w = t(h) w 
for all h E A, . We let H(V, IV) = & il,, and note that this is the maximal 
sub-Hopf algebra with antipode of N(V) which fixes TV’. 
Example 2.3, 6. As an example of an algebraic structure which is not 
obtained from polynomial mappings, let V be a vector space over K and W 
a subspace. Set H(V/ W) as the maximal sub-Hopf algebra with antipode of 
H(V) which leaves W stable-i.e., maximal with respect to the condition 
Iz. WC Wfor all hEH. 
Suppose that v is a k-form of I/. Let % be the tensor algebra on P over k. 
2 is naturally a k-form of 2, so Q(iz, 2) is a k-form of !$J(Z, 2). 
PROPOSITION 2.3,7. Let x E p(%, 1) C ‘$(X, 2) and let A C H(V) 
(AC H(P)) be the Hopf & b a e ra determined by x E ‘$(Z, 2) (x E !J.@, 3) C 
%(iz, 2)) as in (2.3, 1). Then (p, A) ’ zsak-formof(V, A)inthesenseof(2.1, 1). 
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Proqf. By hypothesis, v is a k-form of V. 
(ii) The action of -qK / I’on *B(%, 3) induced by considering d, 1 PC II(P) 
is the same as the action of A, P on ‘@(%, Z) induced by identifying -qK 1 B 
u&l(A4, / v) and viewing v(?, 3) as a submodule of 6$(2, 2) == K‘$(~, 9). 
Clearly under the latter action, Ir . s t(/z) .x for all h E A, ; P. Thus 
-4,! rc A,. 
(iii) for h E AA , X E K, ,y t $J(T-, T), L(h) . Ag :-- X(h . g). ‘Thus L(A) . .\‘ =~ 
c(h) x and L(A&) C A, . 
(iv) For /z E X’,(K), B(h) . x (h . 1) .t’ t(h) x so E(.i/Gi,(K)) C A. 
Q.E.D. 
By using (2.1, 2) and (2.3, 4) we see that the above proof also gives 
PROPOSITION 2.3, 8. Let 1. C $@, %), A the Hopf subalgebra of H(p) 
fixing Y as in 2.3,4, A the Hopf subalgebra of H( I;) fixing I’ (CSp(%, 3)) C 
$3(‘I, 2). Then (P, A”) is a k-form of (I’, A). 
The interpretation of (2.3, 7) and (2.3, 8) is of course, that it at least makes 
sense to transfer the descent theory for forms of an algebra to corresponding 
considerations about the algebraic structures which these forms define. We 
shall show in (2.4, 4) and (2.4, 5) that the descent theory for these algebraic 
structures is almost equiv-alcnt to the original theory for the algebra forms. 
hXSITION 2.3, 9. If C is a coalgebra and 0 IIf c E C where d(c) =. c @I c, 
then c is called grouplikc (since E - I I, it follows that C(C) ~~ 1). We let 
GC -{O#ccC~/(c) ~~-c@,Ic;. 
If C is a Hopf algebra then GC is a multiplicative semigroup with unit, 
viz. 1. If C has an antipode then GC is a group and S(g) g- i for all c E GC. 
Note that 1.1, 4 shows that I,- is a faithful GH( l/)-module. 
I~FINITION 2.3, 10. If Fl is a Hopf algebra and IE H where 
A(/) = 1 ($J 1 + I Q; I, then we call I primitive. PH will denote the set of 
primitives of H. 
f’ff is a subspace of H and is a Lit algebra with composition 
[.h”, 3’1 ,xy ~ yx. If the characteristic of P is p :, 0, then PH is a restricted 
Lie algebra under associative pth powers in H. If 1 E PH, then ~(1) :== 0 since 
E -i- I :-~ 1. (1.1, 4) shows that the representation of PII( I’) on V is faithful. 
Example 2.3, 1 I. 1,et 1. be a finite dimensional vector space over K with 
bilinear multiplication, X4 the Hopf algebra defined in (2.3, 3) by these 
ingredients. If g E GA, I E PA, u, z’ E If and h E K, then 
g . (UC) : (g . u)(g . v) 
g . (Au) ---- (g . h)(g . u) 
I . (fw) = (1 . u) 0 -r u(l . z) 
I. (Au) = (1. A) u + X(1. u) 
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so that g acts as a semilinear automorphism and 1 as a semi-derivation. 
Moreover by the universal property of H( K-see (1 .l, 4)-GA consists of 
precisely all semilinear automorphisms whose associated field action on K 
is in GZ(K). A similar statement holds for PA-l. 
Thus the P-sub Hopf algebra spanned by GA, is isomorphic to 
P(Aut,{l/, ml), the P-group algebra on Aut,{ c’, m}. Similarly P,4, is 
isomorphic to the K-derivation algebra (of (V, {~zj)) considered as an algebra 
over P. 
2.3, 12. Change of base jield. Suppose for the moment that K 3 P’ 3 P 
and that P1 is taken as a new base field. Let d1 be the Hopf algebra over PJ 
determined by (17, m) as above. Define an action of P1 Bjp A,J , the scalar 
cxtcnsioJJ of A-1,J to Pl, on 1’ by setting (Xl $‘m 12) . 21 :m Xl(h . z) for all 
Al E PJ, h E A,1 and v E I/. (2.3, 3) shows that the induced morphism 
PI @jp il,J %P,J( V, V) takes P1 op d,, to &4J. Letting =1,1 + P1 (5, .3,,, 
be the canonical embedding, we see that 
commutes. Using (2.3, 11) we see that t(G.4,) J GAK’ and that 
[(PA,) : PA,’ (note that (ApJ)K -z= -dK). 
2.4. 'I‘HE DESCWI. Cr.nss 
DEFINITION 2.4, 1. Let (V, A) be an Q-algebraic structure. A descent 
class under (V, A) is a collection F of vector space forms of V subject to the 
following conditions, (if Q 3 k 3 P let F, denote the set of k-forms of V in F): 
(i) 155th each I’ t FB there is associated a unique A( 8) C 11(a) (-d(r) 
sub-Hopf algebra with antipode) such that (P , iZ( P)) is a k-form of (V, A). 
Also, V E F and A(V) =: A. 
(ii) If p E F,. and Q 3 K r) k, then Kl’ t FK and (I’i, /l(P)) is a k-form of 
(Ka, d(KP)). 
(iii) If V E FK , H a PGHA for K over k and oi : 15 + H( I,‘) is a precocycle 
where Im(Ly) C A(V) then VaJHJ E F, . 
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PROPOSITION 2.4, 2. Let (V, A) be an 9-algebraic structure and F a 
collection of vector space forms of V satis&‘ng (i), (iii) and 
(ii)’ If P E F, and B 3 K 3 k then K11 E FK and E(.f&(K)) C A(Kp). 
Then F forms a descent class, 
Proof. It suffices to show that (8, il( P)) is a k-form of (KF, A(Kp)). In 
view of (ii)’ above we need only establish (ii) and (iii) of (2.1, 1). 
Suppose B is a sub-Hopf algebra of &JK(Ka) leaving p stable. Then L(B) 
(CA) is a sub-Hopf algebra of A since (Kp, A(Kp)) is a K-form of (V, A). 
Clearly L(B) leaves p stable so L(B) ’ p -= B j PC A,( 8) since (P, A”) is a 
k-form of (V, A). 
A similar elevator argument establishes (iii) of (2.1, 1). Q.E.D. 
Example 2.4, 3. Intersection of descent classes. For each 01 in some index 
set /I, let F, be a descent class under the -Q-algebraic structure (V, A,). We 
can then form the intersection descent class, F, under (V, (I A,) which is 
defined as follows: v E FK if I,- t FTK for all 01, and for V E FK we set 
A( L’) ==: n A,(V). 
l&anlple 2.4, 4. Suppose V is an Q-vector space, 2 the tensor algebra on 
V and s E v(Z, 2) which gives rise to the algebraic structure A as in (2.3, 1). 
For each KC Q and each K-form I’ of V we know that ‘1, the tensor 
algebra on I’, is a K-form of 2 and that ‘@(2, 2) is a K-form of +$(Z, Z). 
We let I’ t FK if and only if x E ‘8(X, Z) C ‘$(2, Z), and in this cast we take 
1d(T/J C H( I-) as the Hopf algebra determined by s E ‘1;(2, 1) as in (2.3, 1). 
LetF uFK,S”)3K3B. 
By (2.3, 7), the forms in F satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) in the definition of 
a descent class. Suppose that I~- E FK , I1 is a PGHA for K over k and 
n: : II + i3( rq is a precocycle. Ry (1.2, 8) P = I’N(H) is a k-form of I’ and we 
must show that P E FL . Thus if I is the tensor algebra on 1-, then wc must 
verify that .2^ E !Q(2. 2). 
?‘he action of H on I---via (1 -yields an action of H on 3, the tensor 
algebra over v, by (2.2, 2), and since II is a PGHA we have that XH is a 
k-form of 2. \Xewing f C 3 C Z we have r C XH since (2.2, 2) shows that 
the action of H on 2 extends that of N on V C 1. Since H measures 2 and 3 
is generated as an algebra by I, y it follows that 2 C XH. Thus z = IH since 
both are k-forms of 2. By (2.2, 7) we have !@(,I, Z)H = ‘Q(z, 2). Since 
a(l-I) C hl(l’), ,X E !jJ(r, IZ)H =_ sr((%, 2) which completes the verification 
of (iii). 
Example 2.4, 5. Let V be an Q-vector space, Z the tensor algebra on V 
and 1-C +Q(Z, Z). As in (2.4, 4) each y E Y gives rise to a descent class F, 
By (2.4, 3) we may form the intersection of these classes. 
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\iC’e have previously seen (2.3, 8) that an algebra over a field (usual bilinear 
multiplication) determines an algebraic structure and that a form of the 
algebra determines a form of the algebraic structure. The verification of (iii) 
above gives a partial converse to this-viz. if the field extension has a PGHA, 
then any form of the algebraic structure is an algebraic structure determined 
by some form of the algebra. 
DEFIKITION 2.4, 6. Let V be a vector space over #, H a PGHA for K 
over k, A C H(I’) a sub-Hopf algebra m-ith antipode, and N : H + H( I-) 
a precocycle where Im(ol) C .-1. W x c use the adjoint action of I3 on H(r) which 
is afforded by 01 and define Yxl(H, --lK) as the set of all I-cot!-cles 
u : II + HK( 1~) where Im(a) C -1, . 
THEOREM 2.4, 7. Suppose thut F is a descent class under (V, A) (V an 
Q-rector space) Q r) k’X k 3 P and H a PGHA for K over k. 
(1) If l7 E FK und cy : H --f A( I,-) is a precocycle, then the correspondence 
itz (1.3, 3) establishes a bijection between X,l(H, AK(F)) and F, n {k-forms 
of I.). 
(2) If 1’- E F, and a -:- E 13 : H ---f H(k*lT), then (Y is a precocycle uith 
Im(ol) C ,il(KF). 
Proof. If u E Yxl(H, ilK( ET)), then (1.3, 3) shows that the precoc!;cle 
corresponding to o (and to the associated k-form) is (T v CY. Since o and x have 
image in dJ( r) it follows that (T I o( has image in il( I/). C‘ondition (iii) of 
(2.4, 1) shows that the associated k-form of v is in F,. . 
If v E Fk 17 {k-forms of T;), then the precocycle corresponding to I: is 
p = E 1 II (1.2, 8). By (ii) of (2.4, 1) (8, .-I(F)) is a k-form of (b*, d(iJ), so 
E(H) C A( I,>)--which proves (2). 
By (1.3, 3) the I-cocpcle corresponding to p is /3 x (&‘) and since 
/3: H-->.J(i-)andaS: Hp+z3(1T),itf 11 0 OWS that p * (cd) E ~~‘(ZI, .-1,,.( I’)). 
Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2.4, 8. Suppose F is a descent class under (V, A) and that 
K, WE FK . \C’e say that v is isomorphic to W (within the descent class) if 
there is a g E GA, (see 2.3, 9) where g . I’ C W. 
Observe that the map CT + IJ’, z’ + ,y . z’ is K-linear because g E A, 
Since g-l E An and both C- and iI’ are K-forms of V, the map is an 
isomorphism. In a descent class determined by an “algebra”,((2.3, 1)-(2.3,4)), 
isomorphism within the descent class is equivalent to the usual isomorphism 
of algebras. 
THEOREM 2.4, 9. In (2.4, 7(l)), two k-forms of V (E FK) in F, aye 
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isomorphic if and only if the correspondin 1 -cocycles in 3Y’(H, AK(V)) arc 
cohomolqyous (aia GAK( I:)). 
Proof. T,et JT, and p-, be isomorphic &forms of I. in F,; and suppose that 
s E GA* gives an isomorphism between them. Then s . rl Fz implies that 
&q / J T is defined and by (2.4, I), f ,g r*E-GA4K(v). IfUl) a,Fzt”y’(H, HK(V)) 
are the I -cocycles corresponding to J-, and Fz , then (1.3, 5) shows that V~ 
and O? are cohomologous via t. 
C‘onvcrsely if o1 and oi are cohomologous via f E G9,( J,‘), then by (1.3, 5), 
t. p1 ~~ I’? Hy (i) of (2.4, 1) g I,(r) E GAO and ,r . F’;l 8, , so that I’; 
is isomorphic to I”? U.E.D. 
If lve let Xy,‘(fI, --I&J-)) denote the set of equivalence classes within 
,Yi’,‘(I/. <.JK( J ‘)) n-ith respect to “being cohomologous”, then Theorem 2.4, 9 
establishes a bijcctive correspondence between .Y,,‘(N, --lK( I’)) and the 
isomorphism classes of k-forms of (I-, .-J(Y)). 
'I'HEORI:N 2.4, IO. In (2.4, 7(l)), supp . oae 2 arises from J--E F,( Then the 
correspondence in (2.4, 7( I )) yields a bijection between the set of all Hopf algebra 
morphisms II t .J,.( b) and the set cjf A--isk~ted forms qf f which ure in F,: 
(II’IIP correspondence is described below). 
Proof. IA 6 : [I + <-l,,( J7) bc a Hopf algebra morphism. Then 
I, L u t &‘(IZ, AK( Ji)) by (1.4, 3) an d corresponds to a K-twisted form of r. 
(‘on\-ersely, suppose that JP is a K-twisted form of r’ in F,. Since 
K@’ ~~ h7i’ l;, Jp corresponds to a I -cocycle u H + AK( I,- ). It follows 
from (1.4, 3) that 0 em L 2 6 w-here CJ : 12 --, I[,<( V) is a Hopf algebra morphism. 
IJy (2.4, I (ii))+incc Im(o) C .dK( I’)--Jm(6) ~= Im(o) ; FC =2,&(p). Thus 
a : If ~-P .-I,,( JT) is the Hopf algebra morphism corresponding to Jk as a 
K-twisted form of f. (2.E.D. 
Some tbvists. 
Remark 2.4, 11. Twisted K-forms of an algebra (K over k Galois) have 
been studied by several authors mainly as means of constructing new types 
of algebras. An early result about twisted forms is a celebrated theorem of 
Vartan, “Every real form of a simple complex Lie algebra is a t\vist of the 
compact form of the same type.” It is not known whether or not the 
generalization of this result is true over an arbitrary ground field (with 
suitable interpretation of “compact” form). It is true, however, if I, is a Lie 
algebra of linear transformations of a finite dimensional vector space which 
are skew with respect to a nondegenerate quadratic form. This follows from 
the fact that every such quadratic form is a (Cralois) twist of the form 
diag( I, I ,..., 1 i. Furthermore, the result has been verified for Lie algebras of 
type Gz . Finally, if one pursues the question for algebras of type -4, one 
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sees that the answer depends upon the answer to the following: let d be a 
central division algebra over k. Is there a finite Galois splitting extension K 
over k for d such that the 2-cohomology class of d in W(g(K/k), K*) has a 
representative factor set with values in k? The latter condition is equivalent 
to d being a K-twist of a full matrix algebra over k. 
As example of new algebra forms obtained by twisting, the only known 
algebras of type E,,, are twists of algebras of type E6r , and the first examples 
of exceptional algebras of type Da were also twists. 
Steinberg’s twisted groups of type L),, are automorphism groups of twisted 
Lie algebras of type D, . 
These arc all examples of Galois twists. By twisting through the derivation 
algebra of a simple associative algebra one can obtain forms having nonzero 
radical. 
3.1 DERIVED CLASSES. A COMPLETENESS THEOREM 
DEFINITION 3.1, 1. Let F and F’ be descent classes under the Q-algebraic 
structures (V, A) and (V’, A’). F’ is called a derived class of F if for each 
KC Q, there is a map lp+ P’ of FKa FL and a Hopf algebra morphism 
(genericahy denoted by) q : 14(p) - A( l;‘), all subject to the following four 
conditions: 
(I) For ~~FF,andSZ3K3k,(K17)’ = KF’ 
(2) For l’ E FK and k C K, q(Alr( I’)) C A;:( V’) 
(3) A,(KV) -F--t &(Kp’) 
L 
1 
L 
t 
A i,.( q --m-+ i-l I:.( 77’) 
commutes for all PE F, , 83 K 3 k. 
commutes for all PE F,: , J2 3 K 3 k. 
Note that in (4) that the northwest E, is extension via P as k-form of Kp 
and that the northeast E, is extension via 8’ as k-form of KP’. 
LEMMA 3.1, 2. Let P E Fn- , .Q T> K 3 k and R(R’) be the unique ntaximul 
sub-Hopf algebra with antipode of H( Y) (H( Y’)) where R . v C r (R’ . P’ C 8’). 
(Y-I@, V’= KB’). 
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(d) Condition (3) is equivalent to: 
(3’) v(R n A,(Kp)) C R’ n Ai(Ka’) and the diagram 
R n A,(Kp) --z--+ R’ n A&(Kp’) 
s restriction 1 1 
restriction 
A,(P) ---o-+ A;i(P’) 
is commutative for all p E FL , 9 II k-3 I<. 
(b) Condition (2) is implied h21 commututivity of the following diugrum 
A(V) -T-t .?I( C”) 
* 
~‘?\, ./( 
WK) 
for all Z’ t FK , Q 3 K. 
(c) If F(R n A,(Kp)) CR’ n Ai and the diagram 
R n .4,(Kp) 2-t R’ n A;(Kr’) 
t restriction 1 1 
restriction 
&(V) ---y----t l&(P) 
is commututive .for all p E Fk , Q 3 K 1 k and the diagram (*) in b) is 
commutative for all V E FK , 52 1 K then conditions (2), (3) and (4) hold. 
Proof. a) follows from Proposition 1.4,l part (c). 
(b) H a sub-Hopf algebra with antipode of A(V) (A’(V’)) lies within 
A,(V) (A;(V)) if and only if <(I$) C Sk(K), (1 .I, 9). Thus commutativity of 
the diagram implies v(A,( V)) C Llh( V’)) which is (2). Note also that if (*) is 
commutative, h E a( L’), X E K, v’ E V’, then 
dh%W = C h ‘4 dhd v’ 
(k) 
(c) Commutativity of (t) implies commutativity of (s) so that (3) holds. 
Also the condition in part (b) is assumed so that (2) holds. 
A,(8) *f&(P) 
r restriction 
\ 
R n A,(K8) 2+ A;(KP’) n R’ 
Y / 
=%c(K) 
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The outer pentagon is commutative since (restriction),!?, I= (h - c(h) * 1) 
for i -= I, 2. Thus by (j-) we have (restriction)q& = (restriction)& = 
(Ir ---f c(h) 3 1) and thus v’ C (Kp’)@j @‘k’K)). By the preceding and (*) for 
X E K, u”’ E a’, h E .%$(K) we have 
FE,(h) . (XC’) == c (h (,) . X)(E(h(*))G’) = I&(h) . (xi’) 
(h) 
which gives (4), since 17’ contains a basis for Kp’. Q.E.D. 
A descent class F under the Q-algebraic structure (V, A) is said to be of 
finite type if V is finite dimensional, and uill be called closed if 52 is 
algebraically closed. 
For the remainder of this section F and F’ will be fixed descent (classes 
under the Q-algebraic structures (V, A) and (V’, A’), and F’ will be a derived 
class of F. 
LEMMA 3.1, 3. (i) Let .Q 3 K 3 k be a tower qf jields where H C 2$(K) 
is a PGHA for K over k. lf a is the precocycle of II in A,(KF) correspomling 
to p E F,,. , then a’ ::- q~ 5 ic is the precocycle qf H in AL(Kp’) corresponding 
IO P’ E F;; 
(ii) Suppose that F is offinite type and closed. Let c’, , r’, E Fk where .Q over 
k is akebraic. Then there is a field K where Q 3 k7 3 k, K over k has a PGHA 
and Kpl == k’pz. 
(iii) Szlppose that F is of finite type and closed, Bi E Fk , i -= 1, 2 where 
9 over k is algebraic. Then (pl , -4( PI)) g ( p2 , A( P,)) (see 2.4, 8) implies 
(I’; , A’( Pi)) g (Vi , A’( Vi)). 
Proof. (i) N’ = E,,, K~,j / H 1 F 3 B,, Kpj H ~ rp 0 x bv the commuta- 
tivity of (4) of (3.1, 1). ’ 
(ii) Let .gI, be a basis for P, , i = 1, 2. Then each &‘i is an Q-basis for v-‘. 
For b E2’ write b = C yj(b) bj , rj(b) E Sz, b, E ~%a . Then {y,(b)) is, finite 
since F is ‘,; finite type and k[{yj(b)}] . is a fi ‘t m e extension of k since .Q over k 
is algebraic. By (1.2, 3) there is a finite subextension K over k of Q over k 
where K 3 k[{yi(b)}] and K over k has a PGHA. It is clear that k[{y,(b)j] v1 = 
k[{rl(b)}] rz so trivially Krl = Kp2 . 
(iii) By the preceding, there is an extension K over k (5,) 3 K) 
lvhere K over k has a PGHA H and k’pr 1 Kp2. Let BE F, 
with Kpl = KP = Kp, and let Q: : H- A,(Kp) be the prec:ocycle 
corresponding to p. Equip =lK(Ka) and Ak(Ka’) with H-module algebra 
structures using a: and cz’ respectively. Part (i) shows that these structures are 
compatable, i.e., p : iZ,(KI;“‘) --, Ak(Kp’) is an H-morphism. If 
oi E 9,1(H, -4,(KI7)) 
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is the I-cocycle corresponding to Pi, i I, 2 then it is clear that 
Oz ’ 93 0 ui E %“t(H, Aj&w’)) 
is the I-cocycle corresponding to 8: , i I, 2. By (2.4, 8) our assumption 
implies that or and o2 are cohomologous via, say t E GA,(Kp). It is clear that 
that this implies that 0; and ui:rc cohomologous via v(t) E GAi(Kp”). Hcncc 
by (2.4, 8), (F; , X( a;)) G (I,-; , /I’( J?)). Q.E.D. 
Observe that the proof of (“‘) I 111 s tows that we have a well defined map from 
#‘r(H, A,(Kp)) to X1(11, adk(K1”)). (See remarks following 2.4, 9). 
Proof. By (3) of (3.1, I) we have the following commutative diagram: 
The vertical maps are inject& by (1.4, I), and we are assuming that the top 
map is injective. Trivially then, the bottom map is injective. Q.E.D. 
We shall show in the next section (3.2, 9) that A, 4 A; surjective dots not 
imply surjective at the lower levels. 
LEMMA 3.1, 5. Suppose that F is closed and of finite type and thut 
a, :A,+A;, is injective. Then F, + FL is injectizle fey all k C Q over which 
32 is algebraic. 
Proof. Using the notation which was introduced in the proof of (3.1, 3 
(iii)) take a = VI . p2 + I”r implies that the l-cocycle o2 corresponding to 
P, is not E. Since F is injective, the I-cocycle 0; corresponding to Vi is not E. 
Thus r7;’ 5 pi. _ Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.1, 6. Let F be closed, of j%te type, with q~ : A, ---• AA bijective. 
Then qc : Al;(a) + A;(a’) is bijective fey all r E F, if 12 over k is algebraic. 
Pro?f. Injectivity was established in (3.1, 5). We now verify surjectivity. 
Let c’ E A,.(p). By (Larson [I], Proposition 2.5) there exists a finite 
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dimensional subcoalgebra C’ where c’ E C’ C A,( a’). If S is the antipode in 
aa(P’), then S(C’) is a subcoalgebra of r2,(8’) as is C’ A- S(C’). C’ 2. S(C’) 
is split, finite dimensional and S stable. If J’ is the sub-Hopf al.gebra 
generated by C’ + S(C’), then it follows that J’ is S-stable and hence has an 
antipode. Let J 7 v-i 3 ~5(]‘) C AnI h: + v(x) / p’ is an isomorphism 
between J and J’ so / is split, has an antipode and is finitely generated as an 
algebra. As a finite generating set we may take F--’ &(./A’) where .L?’ is a 
basis for C’ + S(C’). 
Observe that if K’ over k is a subextension of si! over /z and if J’ leaves K’r 
stable, then ~(1 I K’P) = L(J), (lift to K’p’.) 
Let !8 be a finite generating set for 1. As in the proof of (3. I, 3 (iii)) me see 
that there is a finite subextension K over /I of Sz over R where K over k has a 
PGHA H and Kv is j-stable. Let CI and a’ =- p 0 u be the precocvcles of H 
corresponding to F and 8’ as h-forms of k’p and Kp’ respectively. 
I,(]‘) &7 1 K17’)C d;(Kr’)’ fi d is xe under the 0~’ action of H on A’(,Kr’). 
Since v is an injective tf-morphism, / 1 Kp C A,(Kp) is fixed under the CY 
action of H on A(KP). By (1.4, 2) this implies that J / k’r ~~ L(J) for some 
J C --I,,,(P). It follows from (3.1. l(3)) and the injcctivitv of p, that qo maps / 
isomorphically to J’. Q.S.D. 
‘I‘HEORERZ 3.1, 7. Let F and F’ he closed, of jZnite type zcith q : A0 + Ai, 
hijectice. Then F, + FL is biecti,zle for all k C Q with !2 oeer k algebraic and 
Fir+ n, and induces a bijection between the set of isomorphism classes in Fi; 
and those in F;< . Moreozler if f E F,; (k as above), then F,: + F;. induces a 
bijPction between the tulisted forms of P in F,c and the tzuistect,forms qf 8’ in Fi, . 
Proof. Suppose that -Q over k is algebraic, F,c + z and let K over k be a 
finite subextension of Q over k with Ha PGHA for K over k. Let I’ E IF,: and 
use compatable actions of H on .4,(Kr) and =2;(Kp’) as in the preceding 
discussion. C’ollecting our hypotheses and previous results, XC‘ see that 
9 : il,(Sp) -+ Ak(Kb’) is an H-isomorphism, and hence inducts a 
hijection between zll(H, AK(KIT)) and Zel(H, A;(Kr’)). 
Hold p fixed and let W’ E F;. Applying (ii) of (3. I, 3) to r’ and Ifi’ vve 
obtain a subfield K of Q where K over h has a PGHA 15. By the above, 
J~Y~~(ZZ,A,(K@) and Z?‘zl(II, .4’;(Kv’)) are naturally isomorphicso by (2.4,7) 
there is a Iv E F,; with II” = II/‘. 
The second assertion follows from (2.4, 9) and the bijectivity of v lvhile the 
last follows from (2.4, 10) and the bijectivity of 9. QED. 
In the next section, we shall see in (3.2, 9) that the form correspondence 
F,< - F;. may not be bijective if 9 is not bijective. 
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3.2 PRIMITIVES AS A DERIVED CLASS 
Throughout this section, the term “restricted Lie algebra” will have its 
usual meaning when the characteristic isp >- 0, and shall mean “Lie algebra” 
when p == 0. The same convention will apply to the term “restricted universal 
enveloping algebra.” 
Let I’be a K-vector space with 1 E PH( I-) (Definition 2.3, IO), X E K and let 
t denote the operator ZI ---• 1 v of k-. As in (I. I, 4) we have lAt E PE (ht the 
composit of t with scalar multiplication by A). Rlorcover, a simple computation 
sho\is that !,t - y -~ ;\(I-- y)- see lines following (I .I, 4)-for all y E K. 
Hence lAt t PH( T’) and w-e define hl L- 1,!, Thus we have 
PROPOSITION 3.2, 1. PH(V) has a unique K-vector space structure where 
(Al) ’ v X(1 . v) and (XI) y _ X(1 . y) for all /\, y G K, 1 E PH( V) and zl E I’. 
One can easily check that for 1, m E PH( I;), X E K 
(7) [m, Al] :- (m . A) / X[nr, /] 
so PH( I-) is not an algebra over K with respect to commutation, [,I. However 
(*) shows that if m E PH,( V) (hence [(m) 0 see Eq. 4) that [TM, hl] == h[m, 11. 
Since PI-I,( k.) is a restricted Lie subring of I{( If.)), and a K-subspace, the 
above shows that it is a restricted Lie algebra over K. 
PROPOSITION 3.2, 2. (1) (End,k’)- -F PHK( V) (t --f 2,) is an isomorphism of 
restricted Lie algebras. If k C K and p is a k-form of V, then the diagram 
End,< i/ -+ PH,( F) 
is commutative where End,B --f End,k- is the canonical embedding as a k-form. 
In particular L(PH,( 8)) is a k-f arm of PH,( V) (as a restricted Lie algebra). 
(2) If (I”‘, A) is a k-form of the K-algebraic structure (V, A) and if PAK is a 
subalgebra of PH,( V) (as restricted Lie algebra over K) then PA-, is a subalgebra 
of PH,(8) (as restricted Lie algebra over k). If in addition there is a PGHA for 
k- over k then L(PA,J is a K-form of PA,. 
(3) In a closed$nite descent class F under (V, AI-V un -Q-vector space-where 
PA, is an R-restricted Lie algebra as above, then L(PA,( a)) is a k-form of PAQ 
fw all P t F,> .
Proof. (1) follow from (1.1, 4) and the definition of L. 
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(2) Note that PA, is a subalgebra of PH,(V) if and only ;f PA, is a K- 
subspace of PH,( V). Clearly L(Pa,) C P‘4, so U(PA”,) C PA, . It is equally 
clear that kL(P&) * PC P so kL(PA,) / g = kPA”, C PA’,<. 
Now let H be a PGHA for K over K. E : H + A, is the precocycle 
a: : H---f A corresponding to (v, A) and we use a, as in the preceding, to 
define the adjoint action of H on A, . As noted at the beginning of Section 1.3 
4h - g) = c VW - a,) 0 (h(,, - ged 
(h),(s) 
for h E H, g E A,c . Thus PA, is an H-submodule. We also observed in 
Section 1.3 that A, is an H-submodule, so PA, = iz, n PA, is an 
H-submodule. One easily checks that the action of H on PA, is K-semilincar 
so that (PAK)H is a k-form of PA,. By (1.4,2) (PA,)* = L(PL,). 
(3) By (2) PA4,(v) is a h-restricted Lie algebra. By (1) the map 
Q ok PA,(a) + PA, , A @ I+ X(I), is injective and we must show that it 
is surjective. Let c’ E PA, . As in the proof of (3.1, 6), there is a finitely 
generated Hopf algebra with antipode J’ CA, where c’ E 1’. Also as in the 
proof of (3.1, 6) we can find a finite cstension K over h (Q 2 K) where 
K over k has a PGHA and /’ . Kv C Kr. Then c’ j Kv is defined and by (2) 
c’ 1 Kp = x h,L(lj) where Ai E K and Zi E PA,(a). Then 
c’ = L(c’ 1 Kp) = L (1 hJ(ZJ) = c h,L(l,). Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.2, 3. If (V, iz) is a K-algebraic structure and ;1 arises as in 
(2.3, I), (2.3, 2), (2.3, 3), (2.3, 5) or (2.3, 6) then PAK is a restricted K-Lie 
algebra. Also if A arises as in (2.3, 4) and for each 01, P,4,, is a restricted Lie 
algebra (over K), then so is PA,. 
By analogy to the results of Section 1.3, we can use I : H(V) - II(V) 
(h + Jz) to define the adjoint action of H(V) on itself. 
(*) 
for all h, g E H(V) and HK( J/) is an H( V)-submodule. (*) implies that PH( V) 
is an H(V)-submodule and this shows that PH,( V) = PH( V) n HK( b-) is an 
H( V)-submodule. bloreover it is easy to see that this action is K-semilinear. 
PROPOSITION 3.2, 4. The (above) adjoint action of H( V) on PH,( V) induces 
an H( V)-K-semilinear module algebra structure on the K-restricted unibersal 
enveloping algebra of PH,( V). 
Proof. Let B denote the subalgebra of H(V) (or HK( V)) generated by 
PZZK( V). By [Sweedler (I), remark above Lemma I] B is the restricted 
universal enveloping algebra of PH,(V)/P-PH,(V) considered as a 
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P-restricted Lie algebra. Under the adjoint action of H(V) on itself B is a 
submodule-since it is generated bv a submodulc and the action is a 
. measuring. R is a scmilinear fZ( V)- module under 5 and we give K @P B the 
usual tensor product structure. By setting 
17 -3 (A ,+, b) = c (h(,) . A) ‘3 lq2) - b for k t II( A E K, b E B, 
it,, 
we equip K :2,, B with a K-semilinear !I( G.)-module algebra structure. 
Clearly- K <x;~ R is the K-restricted universal enveloping algebra of 
h- $Jp (fTl,( V))(P. 
Let II denote the K-restricted universal enveloping algebra of PHK( V)/K. 
The K-linear restricted Lie algebra morphism 
J : K :c$ HZ,( L’)jP - PII,( byk c u, x (3 1 ---f Al, 
inducesl;’ : K &P B - II, by the universal property of K (g$,, B. F is surjective 
since f is; ker(F) is generated by ker( f ). \‘l’e claim that ker( f ) is spanned by 
{h @ 1 ~ 1 @ XI) for X E K, I E PH,( I/-)--for C Xi @) li E ker (f) implies 
c A), = 0 so c A; @ I, =-: -jgAi @ zi ---. I $.J h,Z,). 
To conclude the proof we show that ker(F) is an H( V)-submodule. Clearly 
it suffices to show that ker(f) is II(stable (since the action is a (ring) 
measuring). For /I E H(V), X E K, 1 E PH,( 1,-) 
which clearly lies in ker(f). U.E.D. 
Let S be a restricted Lie algebra over K with restricted universal enveloping 
algebra UL! = II. Let U+ denote the augmentation ideal of 11 i.e., the ideal 
in U generated by 2. Since I[+ is an ideal in 11 it has an associative multi- 
plication. Also L! C U+. (II+ is the non-unitary restricted universal enveloping 
algebra of 2.) There is a natural bijectivc correspondence between the 
restricted Lie algebra forms of Lf and the algebra forms of 11’ which contain a 
vector space form of 2. Specifically, if 2 is a k-form of 2, then o+, the 
augmentation ideal of the /z-restricted universal enveloping algebra of 2, is 
an algebra form of W containing 2 as a vector space form of 2. (Considering 
2 C 2 C 211, then a’~ is the k-subalgebra of U+ generated by 2.) Conversely, 
if fi i- is an algebra form of U-‘- and G+ contains 5 --which necessarily must be 
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equal to 2 n a! -as a vector space form of 9, then 2 is closed under 
commutation ([,I) and pth powers if p > 0. Thus 2 is a restricted Lie algebra 
form of L! (and it is easy to see that G”r- is a non-unitary restricted universal 
enveloping algebra of 5). 
The above shows that to classify the restricted Lie algebra forms of L! it 
s&ices to classify the algebra forms of 11’ which contain a vector space form 
of L’. We shall use the above correspondence freely. 
.is in (2.3, 6) we have H(U+/Q) as the maximal sub-Hopf algebra of 
11(11-~) (111 as a vector over K) leaving the subspace L! stable. Since II+ has a 
bilinear multiplication wc can form the sub-Hopf algebra with antipode 
.I C IZ(U-) as in (2.3, 3). 
kFINITION 3.2, 5. In the above notation we let R-Lie(Q) denote 
.4 n ZZ(U’/P) C ZZ(U+). 
DEFINITION 3.2, 6. If 2 is a restricted Q-Lie algebra, let FR(e) be the 
descent class under (U-l-, R-Lie(2)) which is the intersection (2.4, 3) of the 
following two descent classes: 
(1) the descent class determined as in (2.4, 4) by Uf as vector space with 
bilinear multiplication. 
(2) the descent class F obtained by allowing W E FK if II i contains a vector 
space form of 9 C U+ and setting ,q(U 1) ~ H(U-/II+ n 2) -see 2.3, 6. 
(Note, since II’m contains a vector space form of 9 this form must be Uf n 9.) 
In this descent class U+- g FR(p)K ‘f 1 an only if II+ is an algebra form of d 
U / containing a vector space form of 9. Also, A(111 ) :- R-Lie(U+ n 9) for Uf 
in the class. 
k3OPOSITION 3.2, 7. There is a bijective correspondence between the 
restricted Lie algebra forms of 9 and FR(S). If II + E FR(e)K , the corresponding 
k--form of Sis\I’ ni!. 
Z'roqf. The proposition follows immediately from the remarks following 
(3.2, 4) and the definitions involved. Q.E.D. 
‘I‘HEOKEM 3.2, 8. Let F be a closed, finite descent class under (V, A) (V an 
Q-vector space) where S =- PA,, is an Q-restricted Lie algebra. Then the descent 
rlnss FR(c) under (U-, R-Lie(e))- as in (3.2, 6)-is a derived class of Fy. The 
rorrespondences F + FR(p) and cp aye described below. 
Proof. For I’ E FK-by (3.2, 2)--PA,(V) is a K-form of f?, and by the 
above remarks corresponds to a unique element I” of FR(9)K. By (3.2, 4), X, 
the restricted universal enveloping algebra of PH,( C’)/K is an Ijr( I’)-module 
algebra. If L[+m denotes the subalgebra of X strictly generated by PAK(V)/K 
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(i.e., without unit) then u+ is A(V) (CH( I’)) stable-since PA,(V) C A(V) 
is stable under the adjoint action of i2( I’) on itself-and we can consider Uf 
as a K-semilinear A(V)-module algebra. Moreover, by (Jacobson [I]), LI+ 
is isomorphic to the augmentation ideal in a K-restricted universal enveloping 
algebra of PA,( V)/K. Thus the above representation of A(V) on U-+ induces 
9 : A(V) -+ R-Lie(U+ n 2) 7~~ A’( V’). 
(1) in the definition of derived class is satisfied since KL(PA,( p)) = 
PA,(Kp) for p E F, . 
We have the commutative diagrams: 
A(V) + R-Lie@’ n S) 
where V E FK , and 
R n A,(KP) -L R’ n R-Lie,(K@ n 2) 
restriction 
1 1 
restriction 
-qic( 8) --L R-Lie,@’ n 2) 
for VEF~, S-,3 K3k. 
The first diagram is commutative because by definition of v it preserves 
the semi-linearity. That the second diagram is commutative and the top 
horizontal map is well defined can be seen as follows: suppose x E PA,(Kp) 
where IL . PC P. The subalgebra of A,(Kp) generated by x is a sub-Hopf 
algebra with antipode, (Heyneman and Sweedler [I]). Thus I 1 v is defined 
and by ((2.4, 1) (ii)) x 1 P E PA,(p) and by (1.4, 1) x = L(x / 8). Thus 
L&4,(8)) = {x E PA,(KV) I x . B c V}. (*I 
Suppose H is a sub-Hopf algebra with antipode of A,(KP) where H * v C p. 
Since PA,(Kv) is an A(Kv)-submodule it is an H-submodule. The facts that 
11. p C p and (*) imply that H -L(PA,(8)) CL(PA,(P)). In other words 
when H 1 p is defined then q(N) . PA,(p) C PA4,(8). Using the facts that 
y(H) acts k-linearly and measures and that the augmentation ideal a+ in the 
k-restricted universal enveloping algebra of Pizk( v) is generated by PAl,( 8), 
it follows that q(Ei) 1 a+ is defined and q(H) 1 fi+ C R-Lie,@+ n 2). Thus 
the top row of the second diagram is well defined. For h E H, 1 E PA,( 8) 
(p(h) 1 ii+) * 2 = (h -L(Z)) 1 P 
=(/?~P)-z=~(h~P)~z. 
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(The middle equality is easily verified by applying each side to any clement 
of T’, and using the fact that the representation of PA,(p) on P is faithful 
(1.1, 4).) Since N measures and fi. is generated by PAl,( c”) we have commuta- 
tivity of the second diagram. 
By ((3.1, 2) (c)) conditions (2) (3) and (4) of (3.1, 1) are satisfied. Q.E.D. 
I?‘samn~le 3.2, 9. 1ve now that (3.1, 4) is not true if the word “injcctive” 
is rc-placed by “surjective” and also that the hypothesis of (3.1, 7) cannot be 
weakened. Here we take P as a prime field. 
Let V be a 2n-dimensional vector space (n 3. 4) over an algebraically closed 
field Q of characteristic 0 or p 1:’ 5, q E ‘I;(V, Q) a quadratic form on V, 
A the Hopf algebra determined by the ingredients as in (2.3, I), and F the 
descent class under (V, A) as in (2.4,4). 
lt is easy to see that L’ ~~- PA, may be identified with s(V, q), the Lie algebra 
of all skew transformations with respect to y. This is the Lie algebra L),, . By 
(3.2, 8), the descent class FR(e) under (UT, K-Lie(p)) is a derived class of 
(V, A). 
Since everv automorphism of s(V, y) is realized as conjugation by a 
~-orthogonal transformation in V [Seligman l] WC see that y GA, is 
surJcctivc with kernel I:- 1 I. Of course y‘ is bijcctive on (linear) primitives. If 
char V 0 then (3.3, 2) implies that 9; A, is surjective. 
if K is a subfield of -Q with Q over K algebraic then we can cl~oose 
a v-ector space form I- of V where (/ 5 ‘1;( I I, K) ( since Q is a form of malima 
index it has an integral representation). 1,et 1.’ be the corresponding form in 
FR(L’)K. Every automorphism of I -’ is now realized as conjugation by a 
c/-similitude (cl(tr) ~ ,\c/(z,) for a11 %‘ E f -, ,\ fixed in k?“) (Seligman [./I). In 
particular, if I; is not closed under square roots, then there will be 
y-similitudes f Iv-hcrc h & k--“. This implies that q / G-dK( I~‘) is not surjcctivre. 
l.sing the description of RR(g) in (Section 3.4) vve see that if there is a 
central simple involutorial division algebra ov-er K whose degree divides 2n, 
then FR(Z)K definitely contains forms which are not in the range of 
FK p+ FR(Y)K. 
3.3 CRITERIA FOR F: An -+ AI, TO BE INJECTIVE OR BIJEUIVI: 
‘l’hroughout this section H and J are cocommutative split Hopf algebras 
over P, with antipode, and CJJ : 11 - J is a Hopf algebra morphism. \Ve 
exhibit some techniques for checking the hypotheses of (3.1,4))(3. I, 7). 
By (Heyneman and Svveedler [I], 3.5, 8), Hz Hl#P(GH) and 
.I g J’ # P(GJ) where Ifi (1’) is the unique maximal connected sub-Hopf 
algebra of H (I) and P(GH) (B(GJ)) is the P-group algebra over GII (Gj). 
481 ‘12/2-I) 
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Since p: is a Hopf algebra morphism ry(GH) C G J, cp(ZP) C /’ (He!-ncman and 
Swccdlcr [Z], 3.1,3, 3.2, 1) and p:(PZZI’) C Pl’. 
&X’OPITION 3.3, 1. q~ : II - + J is injectke (suvjective, bij,cti,ve) if and only 
if both y GH : GH - G J and cp ~ II’ : H’ --r J’ am injectire (surjectiw, 
bijecti.re). 
PwoJ We first consider injectkit!. II zz HL # P(GZf j implies that 
H-~ ‘3 ,,EGH ZZ’g and similarly J ,FcglGJ /lg. y(W) C J’ so TW have 
@W p(W) v(g) C J$(g). Since we are assuming that y GZl is injective, 
it suffices to show that 9 1 ZZ’g is injectke for each g t GH. B\ translating, 11~’ 
see that it is enough to have injcctivit!, on (ZPg)g-’ Zil, \\hich is our 
assumption. 
Nom- suppose that the indicated maps are both surjectivc. Since we haw 
the direct sum decompositions of ZZ and /, as above, it suflices to show that 
q~(H’g) = J$(g). But F(H’g) =- p;(ZZ’) v(,q) 1~- j$(g) since p 1 HI is 
surjectivc. C:onverscly if 9 is surjective, it follons from (Heyncman and 
Sweedler [I] 3.1, 3) that p(GZZ) G./. To xc that gj(ZZ’) J’, let x E J’, 
T E II \vith ~(3’) :~- x. Write 3’ --- ~12~ ... ;~ yiLg,, according to the direct 
sum Jrcomposition of Zl as ahor-e. Since q( J,:,?,) E /‘f&r,) aud 
TO.) V(J~kl) ‘.’ -i &Y~,fL)r 
it follol\s that WC: may assume y(gl) ... d&J I ancl thus x I+) 
where z 3,; -1 ... /- Js:, E II’. 
The statement about bijectil-ity follo\Ts from the preceding assertions. 
QED. 
C’OKOI.LARY 3.3, 2. (a) .T is it@cticP ~fatm! only if q 1 GII and ‘p ~ PH ure 
inject&. 
(1)) Jf p = 0, then ct is injectim (swjrrtioe, bijectiw) if and only 
if v ~ G/I : GH + G.J curd <p ~ PlI : PH + PJ are itljrctiw (surjectize, 
bijrrtiw). 
Proof. (a) By virtue of (3.3, 1), to show the F is injective, it suffices to 
she\\- that y ! I-P is injectivc. Hy (Sweedlcr [I] L emma 1) this is implied by the 
injecti\-ity of g, 1 PH. The converse is clear. 
(b) the statement for injectivitv follows from (a). For surjectivity, observe 
that by (Sweedler [I] Theorem 3) Z-I’ is generated by PH and in fact is a 
universal cnvcloping algebra of PH as a Lie algebra. Similarly for J’. This 
shows that q(H’) 2 J’ if F(PZ-~) :y- PJ. c‘ onversely if y is surjective, then 
y(GH) := GJ and pj(Hl) -= J’, by (3.3, I). Since p(Hl) is a universal 
enveloping algebra for ?(PH) C P J, WC SW that ?(PH) = P J. 
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Combining these two results we obtain the assertion about bijectivity. 
QED. 
In practice, when p > 0, the difficult part of (3.3, 1) is to shoed that 
p;(W) =m J’. For the rest of this section we assume that N = H’, J ~~ J’ arc 
connected and p > 0. 
DEI:ISITIOS 3.3, 3. In a Hopf algehra, a sequence of cicments 
1 : (pJ’ d”’ is called a sequence of divided powers if for each 8’1’ wt have 
A #I,’ -’ x;; ;;;:I ‘G &?t-i). ‘I-h e sequence of di\idcd powers may be finite or 
infinite and is said to lit over tl”). The length of the sequence is the number 
of terms in it. 
Sate that (1”) is primitive and that r(rf!“) : 0 for i :> 0. As shown in 
(S\\eedlcr [/] definition above Lemma 6 and Theorem 2) when P is 
perfect, PfI has a filtration whcrc for 0 ..: II t %, (PH), ~mm (x c PII 1 a 
sequence of divided powers of length p(ll~. ‘: ~~ I lies over ~1. ll\-c let 
(PH), : (I (PH),, . (PISja =- {.x E PH / there is an infinite sequence of 
divided powers lying over x}. Similarly for PJ. 
bJPOSI?.IOX 3.3, 4. If P is pfect, I’J Jinite dimensioua! uml 
(PJ),, C rp(PII),, fw all 0 5 n E % U (cc‘;, the?1 p: is swjecti~e. 
Proof. If s E (PJj,L choose y E (P(Z),, with y(y) m- .x. Let I d’O’, 
d”’ ,...) d(“‘-- l) be a sequence of divided powers of length p” 1 L - 1 lying over 
J ~ d(‘). (Note if n = co, then the sequence should be viewed as infinite.) 
Then 1 I),..., p(d(p”‘tl-l) ) is a sequence of divided powers of length 
P ri 1 1 lying o\-er x. With (Sweedler [/I Th eorem 3) this shows that .J has a 
b:;sis consisting of monomials in p(H). Since 9; is an algebra morphism this 
shows that ?(llj : J. QED. 
COHOLLAW 3.3, 5. If P is perfect, PJ.finite dimensional and P J C p(PH), , 
then pj is swjectize. 
The proof is immediate from (3.3, 4). 
Example 3.3, 6. Let P be a prime field, V a vector space over .Q and 
rtz : V @Q V - V a linear function cquiping V with an associative algebra 
structure. Let A be the Hopf algebra preserving this structure (2.3, 3). We 
assume that every derivation of V is inner i.e., for each d E PA*, there is an 
a E V with d . x = ax - xa for all .w E V, (ax ~:: m(a @ xjj. Let C be the 
coalgebra over P with basis d(O), d(l),..., augmentation c(d(“)j = 6, ri and 
diagonalization A d(“) = Cz d(i) & d(?l- i). Then C is a split cocommutative 
coalgebra whose unique grouplike element is d”‘). 
Let tit PAB with d . x == ax - xa for all s E V, as above. Define 
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I$ : C ,& V -+ V by d(7L) (3~ ,Y --+ (~~ I)‘* (.t’n” ~~ a.~“-‘) for tl ’ 1 0 ri(“J ix .V t 1 
for tl 0 and x E I’. Then 
i/(d”~’ (5’ x) -~~ $qtP 1) y.,; x) fl for tz 1. CT, 
Using (“) and induction on tz sho~x;s that C measures V. 
The universal map C -I’i‘+ F(V, V) carries C: to A,,--since C measures V 
linearl! By standard considerations \YC see that I/J”(@)) I ( $P(d”!) ~= tl. 
Thus PA,, := (PA& . 
C’ollecting our previous results, we SW that if F’ is a descent class under 
(V’, A’) (over Q) and a derived class of F, (which is a descent class under 
(V, A)), for which v : GA and q I PA arc bijective, then y : A, + Ai, is 
bijectiye. In particular if I(,, is algebraically closed, V, V’ finite dimensional 
and Q oT;cr k algebraic with F,, x , then F,; - Fl is a bijection prcscrving 
isomorphism classes. 
3.4 SPECIAL I,re XLGFLwYs - C1,.45~1FI(‘AT10N 
l’sing the results of (Seligman (I), (I), (3)) we can c&l!- recover the 
classification theory for classical Lit algebras over fi,e!ds of characteristic 
unequal to 2 or 3. iVc follo\l the approach of (\Vril [I]). 
I,et .(L: bc an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 or p -2 2, 3 and let 
‘II( bc ai, involutorial finite dimensional associative alg&ra ,\ ith unit oxvcr .!?. 
Thus 2[ consists of an underlying vector space I ., a bilinear associative 
composition nz : 1- :v~ I---, I r (0 ;!* 11 z (2/j), a unit /I : D of i- (h + Xl) and 
a linear automorphism J : I. F T- of order two satisfying J(rr6) J(b) l(a), 
for all N, h in I’. 
i1-e assume that 2l is simple i.c., that (I -, {nr, ~1) has no proper J-stable 
ideals. \Yithin the two cases which arise under this restriction, we shall verify 
that 5(2[), the dcriration algebra of 2I. is isomorphic to [$2I), I], the 
&rived algebra of the Lie algebra of all /-skew transformations on I;. In doing 
this UY shall show that every derivation of 2I is inner. I+; identifying the 
possible algebras [S(a), 5(2t)] we obtain representations of the Lie algebras 
-q, (I I), B, (I -: 2), C, (/ 3) and II, (1 .. 4) as derivation algebras. 
Choose P as the prime field of Q and let A be the sub-Hopf algebra of II( L7) 
determined by the structure morphisms of 2X. By (2.3, 11) D(21) z PAD/Q 
and using (3.2, 8) we see that FR(B(21)) IS a derived descent class of F((U)- 
as per (2.4, 5). 
The results of (Seligman 2) and the fact that every derivation of B(2l) is 
inner, shows that p 1 GA, : GA, -+ GR-Lie,(if)(%)) and v 1 PAa : PAG - 
PR-Lie-(B(21)) are bijcctive. Since FK 7’ I: for all I\ C J2 (3.3, 6) shows that 
FK ---f FR(B((U)), is bijcctive preserving isomorphism classes whenever Q 
over k is algebraic. We will identify the forms in FK 
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Cuse I. Suppose that (V, {m, P}) ( as associative algebra without involution) 
has a proper ideal B. It follows that I; = R @ J(B) (ideal direct sum) and 
that B is itself simple. Hence B 7 -Q, for suitable I and \ve may take 
I’ R, @Q,. 
-1 straigtforward computation shows that 1 is cogredient to the involution 
(a, 4 - (h”“, n*), where u* denotes usual transpose of the matrix ry t Ql . 
\~Vithout loss of generality then, we may assume that J is of this form. 
Here 5(a) -= {(a, -a*) 1 a E Qd and [e(U), e(B)] s [Q, , Qn,] as Lie 
algebras. Thus for p r I, [@I), e(a)] is the Lie algebra A,-, . The morphism 
.Y --+ nd x is an injection of [+I), @I)] into a(%) and WC shall now see that 
it is surjcctive. 
Thus let D E 3(2l), D f 0. From the indicated direct sum decomposition 
of T’ we see that each of B, J(B) are D-stable (B” = B) so D induces deriva- 
tions in -Q, by D(a, 6) = (D,n, D,b). Since everv derivation of 52, is inner we 
have I), = nrl tlj for suitable ni E B, . Since D commutes with J we have 
D(0, nq = (0, (--add?) a-) 
so cldn, == -add:. If dl -2 61 I- d, d t [Qn, , Q,], then ad (I1 add. This 
shows that D -= ad(d, -d*) where (n, --de) E [s(‘ll), @N)] as required. 
Now every automorphism of 91 either leaves B stables or cschanges B with 
J(B). If we add the requirement that the nutomorphism commute with J we 
SW that those of the first type have the form (n, h) - (s, s” --I)-’ (a, h)(.v, *~*-l) 
where x E GL(1, 9) and (a, b) --F (6, c~) is of tl 1c second type. It follows that 
Auto 9[(=GAD) is isomorphic to the semidirect product of GL(1, -Q) and a 
group of order 2. By (Seligman [2]) \zc see that q GAQ is bijective. : 
This completes the verifications for the first case. We noiv enumerate the 
possible k-forms of N. 
Thus Iet $i be a k-form of ‘?I. If the multiplication in \% admits a proper 
idcal then as above LF = d @O:, (ideal direct sum) where r’- is the 
- n 
underlying vector space of 81, d, is a k-form of Q1 and d and d’ art: nnti- 
isomorphic central division algebras over lz. B(a) g [O,, , O,,] and is of type 
A, . 
In the contrary case-i.e., if the multiplication in a permits no proper 
ideals then p = d,,, , a as above, and il is a division algebra over k whose 
center K, is a quadratic extension of k. The involution pin ‘% is of the second 
kind, i.e., / 1 K generates gal(K/k), D(a) 1s isomorphic with the Lie algebra 
of all j-skew elements of d,,, and is of type A,, . 
Case II. (V, {m, p}) is simple. Here it is well known that the following 
three cases are the only ones which arise (Jacobson [4) II, pp. 155, 161) and 
the fact that every involution arises as the adjoint with respect to a. non- 
degenerate symmetric or skew bilinear form). 
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(B) I- = Q,,,, and J is the adjoint mapping relative to a nondcgcneratc 
quadratic form in 21 ;- 1 Jiariables, (1 G 2). 
((7) j- ~~~ Qn,, and J is the adjoint mapping relative to a nondegcnerate 
alternate form in 21 variables, (I J 3). 
(D) I. = I?,, and J is the adjoint mapping relative tc: a nondegenerate 
quadratic form in 21 \ariahlcs, (! , 4). 
In each of these cases e(%) is simple (Scligman [3]) so 5(‘S) 7 [s(%), e(!H)], 
and IVC’ haw the injection .Y --f (~1 T of $90 in a(%). 
Let 1) F a(%). ils a derivation of (1 -, (m, p}) D is necessarily inner so 
D ud d for some rf i; I’. Since 1) commutes with J WC’ see that (/ + J(cE) 
hl E Ql. Setting c rl - ih xvc see that J(c) --~ -r and that ud d = ad c. 
This gives the rcquircd isomorphism between [@), s(2l)] and 9((u). By 
(Seligman [.3]) we see that in the indicated cases, that a(‘%) is the Lie algebra 
B, , C’; and 11, respectively-. 
.iny automorphism of (C’, (nr, PI) is inner, so in particular, any auto- 
morphism of 2I is inner. The correspondence a + .r~‘a.z: is an automorphism 
of 21 if and only if ,vJ(x) = hl t Q*. Set J’ ~~~ .x+‘/* so that yJ(y) == 1 and 
y-%w ::m .x ~‘n.v. This shows that Auto 9I (-GA,) is isomorphic with O(J), 
the brthogonal group of J (or symplectic group in case (C)). By (Seligman [2]) 
(cscept for I),), we see that v is bijective on (linear) grouplikes and is clearly 
so on primitives. 
Again we can enumerate the possible k-forms of 21. 
(6) i; iz, I\ ith .i as above. 
(i?) f d,L where il,, is a /z-form of !& and 1 is the adjoint mapping 
arising from a-s kew hermitian form,-an involution in d over 
k with 
[s(O) : k] = ;d(d ~~ I), d’ : [A : h]. 
(6) F il,, where A, is a h-form of Q,, . p is the adjoint mapping with 
respect to a-hermitian form,-an involution in d over k with 
[a(O) : h] ~~ $d(d -- I), d2 :m [d : k]. (For (c) and (6) see 
(Allen [I]). 
3.5 THE GENERALIZED \VITT ALGEBRA 
Throughout this section P is a prime field of characteristic p .:I 0. 
Let p be a finite dimensional vector space over P, G(a) the symmetric 
algebra over p and B 7~ G(p)/(vl’ 1 u E P:‘, where (VP , v t P’; denotes the 
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ideal generated by {UP 1 v E PJ. For any field KI P we define 
B(K) = I< Qp B. B(K) is always an associative algebra with identity and we 
let A(B(K)) C H(B(K)) be the Hopf Ig b a e ra ( over P) determined by the 
polynomial mappings corresponding to the bilinear multiplication anmd unit 
in B (as in (2.3, 3), (2.3, 5) and (2.3, 4)). 
Let Q be an algebraically closed field (Qr) P), B = B(Q). We have the 
dcsccnt class F-as in (2.4, 5)&under (B, A) (A -~-- A(B(Q))). 
DEFISITION 3.5, 1. For Q 1 KI P, P=I,(B(K));‘K--P-4,(B(~)) as 
restricted Lie algebra over K (3.2, 3)- is called thr split (generalized) Witt 
algebra over K. 
By (2.3, 11) 1-‘=1,(B(K)) is isomorphic to QB(K)), the derivation algebra 
of B(K)-as restricted Lie algebras-which we take as an identification. 
(Jacobson [#]) has shown that %(B(K)) is simple unless [r’- : P] = 1 and 
p = 2. By (3.2, 8) we see that FR(Z)) (2 : %(B(Q))) is a derived class of F. 
In the above mentioned reference, it is shown that the form correspondence 
Fg-+ FR,(‘D) is an injection preserving isomorphism classes and that the 
range contains all forms which arc split by either a Galois or purely inseparable 
exponent one extension 11 ith p ,> 5. IVe shall extend these results and show 
that FK-+ FR,(ID) is a bijection whenever B is algebraic over K and I) 1: 5. 
By (3.1, 7) it suffices to show that 9) : A o --f R-Lie,(D) is hijectivc. The main 
difficulty is to verify the non-existence of a certain type of sequence of divided 
powers in R-Lie,@). 
IVe shall assume throughout the rest of this section that P is the prime field 
of characteristic p z> 5. 
Let V =y Q 0, P, so that we may think of B as G(V)/ \ZJ’ ; z’ E V>. The 
composit V --f G(V) ---f B is injective and we identify V with its image in B. 
Then B is generated by V and the identity of B. The kernel of the homo- 
morphism B - Q, u --f 0, 7: t V, is a maximal ideal M all of whose elements 
are nilpotent. Thus M is the unique prime ideal of B and B is a primary 
algebra. 
LEMIVA 3.5, 2. Suppose that d E PA, and that d * M C M. Then there is an 
infinite sequence of divided pozcers in A, &ng ozw d. 
Jf d . M $ M, then there is no sequence of dizided poxers of length p in An , 
lyivy ocer d. 
Proof. We first consider the second statement. Let d(O),..., d(p) be a 
sequence of divided powers lying over d -= d(l) and take x E M. By (Sweedler 
[2] formula in the proof of Theorem 1) 0 = d(p) * xv = (d(l) * x)“. Since 
M = {b E B / ZJ” =-= 0}, it follows that d * M CM. 
Now we prove the first assertion. PAo is a B-module where for a, h E B 
ZE PA* we let a2 denote the derivation (al)(b) = al(b). Let {rul ,..., v,} be a 
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basis for V and let d, E ‘Z be the unique derivation where d,(aj) :- S,j . Then 
PA,, g Bd, 0 ... @ Bd, and for d E 3 vve have Lt. M CM if and only if 
dtMd, Es ... @ Md,, . Thus by (Heyneman and Sweedler Section 4) to see 
that there is an infinite sequence of divided powers lying over such d, it 
suffices to take d =m: sd, , s E M. 
Let C be the coalgebra with basis d”‘), d”),... where d(dc’o) == xi; d(j) @, 
d(‘+j) and l (d’l)) = S,)., . R:c let C operate on B by setting 
Using the fact that 1 2~ d,““/O!, di”/l!,..., d$-‘/(p - I)! is a sequence of 
divided powers in A and that xl’ -= 0, it is easy to show that C measures B to 
itself. By the universal property of A, there is a unique coalgebra morphism 
f : C - A where c . b =- f(c) . b for all c t C, b E B. clearly f(d(l)) : Incd) -
see (I .I, 4)) so f(d(‘)) =. d - rd; , and f(d(0)),f(d(l)),... is an infinite 
sequence of divided powers lying over sd, . Q.E.D. 
We have the map p : A, ---f R-Lie(a) and 9) / PAsL : PAo --t PR-L&(a) 
is just d- nd d. Since iT! is simple, it follows that v j PA, is injectivc. 
Ilorcovcr (Jacobson [4]) it is known that every restricted derivation of T, 
(i.e., an element of PR-Lie,(B)) is inner (i.e., has the form ad d for some 
d c 9). Thus v(PAn) PR-Lien(B). 
The ahove reference also shows that every- automorphism of 3 is realized 
as conjugation by a uniquely- determined automorphism of B. Hy (2.3, I I) 
this translates into the statement: v I GA, is an isomorphism of GAB onto 
GR-Lie,(Z). Bv (3.3, 2) me now see that p; A, is injectivc. In Lemma 3.5, 4 
vve shall show that (PR-I&(T))),, C q(PA,,);, (see paragraph following (3.3, 3) 
for definitions). By (3.3, 4) (since P is perfect), (3.3, I), and the above results. 
it follows that p; I A, is a hijection onto R-Lie,(%). This, together with 
(3. I, 7) \f ill give 
‘I‘HEOKEIRI 3.5, 3. Let Q be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
p ;: 5, V an n-dimensional vector space over Q, B = 6(V),‘(vr’ 1 z’ E V), 2, the 
deric?ation algebra of B. If k’ is a subfield of Q over which Q is algebraic, then there 
is a bijertive isomorphism preserving correspondence between the set of K-forms 
qf B and the set of K-forms of 9, considered as restricted Lie algebra. 
I,I’MMA 3.5, 4. Let d E PAD . If d . M C M then there is an infinite divided 
POWPY seclzlewe (in R-L&@)) lying over ad d t PR-L&(Z). 
!f d . M $ M, then there is no sequence of divided powers of length p (in 
R-Lie,@)) !>iq CZCY ad d f: PR-Lie,(b). 
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Proof. The image of a divided power scqucnce under an inject& 
coalgebra morphism is again a divided power sequence of the same length. 
Thus the first assertion follows bp (3.5, 2). 
The proof of the second statement is involved. Using the notation which 
was introduced in the proof of (3.5, 2) we have d ~ A, CI, + ... + A,, md,l + e 
where Xi E Q, not all of which are 0, and e E M d1 @ ... (1 M d,, . Since 
ad rl :~- ad(h, dl ~~ ... ~- A,, LJ,,) + ad e, and ad e has an infinite length 
divided power sequence lying over it, (Heyneman and Sweedler Section 4) 
shows that it suffices to demonstrate the non existence of a p-length dlivided 
power sequence over ad c/ - ad e -== ad(h, d, + ... + A, d,,). Thus x-e ma> 
assume that n . V C 8. Let {y ,..., w,~l be a basis for V where n . wi = S,,, 
and set zi - 1 {- zui so that xi” ~~ 1. Let A ~ P ‘cj ... ‘,: P (n-rimes), 
.Y {I, 2 ,..., pj and for n: :r= (al ,..., IX,,) E A, let z” r= 2;’ ... z;;zt, Then B has 
:Y / OL E A> as a basis and a basis for 9 is given by (n,? / iy E A, i E N) 
(Jacobson [4]) where 
(7) 
Sote that our cz’ m:- dj-‘,“.....“’ =- 2; ’ d,“. S~lppose that P(O), e”J add,..., et”) 
is a sequence of divided powers in R-Lie,(Z). By (Sweedlcr [f] remark above 
theorem2,p.521)there arce(i,;l),...,,(‘~‘~- ‘1 in R-L&,(9) where e((‘),...,e(n’!-l) is a 
divided power sequence. Then by (Sweedler [I], Theorem 2), et11 has cohlGght 1 
(see the definition of coheight following Theorem 1 in the indicated reference.) 
Since the elements of coheight 1 form an algebra, if love set E(?) 7 (e(l))‘/i!, 
i 0, l,..., p --- 1, then t?(O) ,..., e ^()‘+I) is a divided power sequence of elements 
of coheight 1. Hy (Sweedler [I], Lemma 7) there is an $7’) c (R-Lie,(a)), 
with F”),..., e’?” a divided power sequence. Thus in our original sequence of 
divided powers, we may assume that e”) (ad Q/i! for i =- O,..., p -- I. 
Since (~,O)~’ =:- dl” we have 
eO~l d,O _ r’f” (c~lO)/’ = 1 e’zl’(dlO) . . . e”,,‘(d,O) 
i, , ... i,,=,i 
(since e (*) . d,” = 0). The above computations take place in the res,tricted 
universal enveloping algebra of 9. Now e(l)(d,“) - [d, dlo] = d, tl~’ = 0 and by 
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(Jacobson [I], Equation (61) p. 186) x:-’ (4O)j e(~)(dIo)(40)p-j-1 
(ad d,O)P-r e(~l(dr”). Thus (8) reduces to 
e’P)(dl”) _:: (ad rt,O);‘-l e(fl)(dl(‘). (9) 
Write e’r’)(drO) = CBej &,d,@ where X,,, E ,Q. Then (6) and (9) imply that 
h,,j = 0 whenever PI = 0. Mternation of C,(P) by a primitive will leave 
ecu, ,..., e(P) ;, sequence of divided powers. Thus replacing 4”) 1~1, 
e(p) -I- C0,.i x0,, ad dja where x/l,I 0 if PI -= 0 and x 0.1 z A,,,/& if /3, + 0, 
gives rise to a divided power sequence &‘J, p(l) = ad d,..., ~(7’) over ad d 
where e(“)(,i,“) ~~- 0. 
We recall that the action of An on the augmentation idcal of the restricted 
universal enveloping algebra of ‘I! is induced by the adjoint action of An on 
IO = PA,. Forc~A,, s,y~PAo, \\\e have 
c - [x, y] = c - (XJ --- ?‘.I) 
= g (C(l) - X)(Q) -> y) --- 1 (C(1) -x Y)(Q) - s) 
Cc) 
= ; (C(l) - 4(%) - Y) .~ ; 6-w - Yk,) - 4 
= c k(1) _A s, C(,) - J’]. 
(C) 
(10) 
(The nest to the last equation follows from cocommutativity.) We shall use 
(10) repeatedly in what follows. 
Returning now to the proof, since [dl”, d] ==~ -d, we have 
e(1’)(--d) = dp)[dlo, d] := f [e(i)(d,O), e(JJ-i)(d)] = [d,O, e(g)(d)]. (11) 
0 
Write e’“)(d) = Co,j ~a,~ dy where 713,j E Q. (6) and (I 1) imply that 
7a,j = 0 whenever ,Br f --.- 1. Replacing e(Y) by et”) + xB 7fI,I ad(z, drs) gives 
a divided power sequence e(O),..., e(p) where e(“)(d,O) =-= 0 and 
e(P)(d) = c qjdjO where o,,~ = 0 unless /3r = --l and j I:., 1. (12) 
6.j 
Within ‘3 let & = Ei-l Qn,-,i 40, 5 =~: ~$~j+r.o 9 djo and @ =m a0 Q d,“. 
(E is a subrestricted Lie algebra of 3 since [zIi dl”, ,zlj dlo] = (j - i) ,zi+j d,” 
(in fact Cc is isomorphic to the Witt algebra determined by a l-dimensional 
vector space). 3 = t @ 3, Q 3 K and both C and 3 are (E suhmodules. Let 
T : a + t he the projection along 5. T is a &-module morphism. 
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e(f’j(d;l) L 0 SO Te@)(d;j) = 0. By (12) y’e(!j)(z,l dlo) = T@(d) L1 0. \yc 
shall show by induction that Te(~‘)(zr’” C&O) 7.: 0 for all m. Thus suppose that 
~‘~l~~l(zlltl dlo) ~ 0 for -- 1 m -C p - 2. \Ve must prove that 
y-e’ “‘(q ’ c/1”) -= 0. 
This can be seen as follows: (note that d mmm z;’ d,O) since [ct, zy’+’ (IIo] = 
(111 ~~~ 2) ,qni d;‘, 
-= i ?‘([e(‘)(d), e(J’ ‘)(z’; :‘d,“)]) 
0 
?'([d, e(")(n;'+'d,0)]) ; T([e(',!(d), 2;" ~Vlo]) 
But I‘e(“)(d) =- 0 so we have 
0 -= [d, Te(y)(zr+l dlo)]. (13) 
\vrite TeCP)(zy t1 4”) ~~ & A, (13. By- the above, since ct = ~l:-‘*“~~~~~“‘, we 
have A, := 0 unless PI ~ 1. 
Now [dlO, .;n+1 d,O] = (wz + I) zy 1 d,O so 
~_ fl: 7’([e’i’((-j 0) 
1 ’ 
e(i~-l’(zy “d,o)] 
_ [l;,O, Te(P)(z;“-ld,0)] I T’([e(l)(d,0), e(?J-l)(,,,il~lO)]) 
(since e(i’(d,‘)) = 0 for i > 1). However, e(“pl) = (ad(z;’ 4°))p-r/( p - I)! 
and en’(dlo) ~ z;’ dlo, so we see that 
T([ecl)(dlo), e(*-ll(z;l+ldlo)]) - Il’(ad ,zyldlo)n (z~+ld,O/(p -- l)!). 
But (ad .z;r d,O)n p: (add)” =~- 0. Adding this to our previous computation 
gives (m + 1) Te”“(zy+l dIo) [d:), TeCLj’(z;‘+l d,O)]. Since 1)2 + 1 -fj) - 1, 
(13) shows that Te(p’(z~” &“) --~ 0. This completes the induction so 
TP(“‘(c) cm- 0 for all c E 6. Now [zl dl”, 2;’ d,“] ~:- --3z;l f/lo E &, so 
0 =- Te(“‘([z,d,O, ~;%i,~]) := f T([e(i)(z,d:), e(p-i)(zy2d,0)]). 
0 
The only nonzcro term occurs when i 1 or 2. Since “I’~,“~~~“.“,“...“’ 
i= 1, ~ 1, --2, and et2) I,:j! (ad (,;-~l.~L....o))t 0 i p 2. we set that 
Thus our last equation reduces to 
This contradiction implies the nonexistence of e(p), completes the proof 
of (3.5, 4) and provides the vsscntial result for the proof of (3.5, 3). QED. 
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